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PREFACE 
Special functions have centuries of history with immense hteratvure and are known 
for their ambiguity and great appUcabiUty within mathematics as well as outside it. The 
theory of special functions with its numerous beautiful formulae is very well suited to 
an algorithmic approach to mathematics.These functions commonly arise in such areas 
of apphcation as heat conduction, communication systems, electro-optics, nonlinear 
wave propagation, electromagnetic theory, quantmn mechanics, approximation theory, 
probability theory and electric circuit theory, among others. A vast mathematical 
literature has been devoted to the theory of these functions as constructed in the 
works of Gauss, Hermite, Euler, Chebyshev, Watson, Hardy and other classical authors. 
Some other developments are given by Andrews [1,2], Andrews et al. [3], Erdelyi et 
al. [14-16], Iwasaki et al. [23], Lebedev [42], McBride [45], Ranville [49], Sneddon [59], 
Srivastava and Manocha [60], Szego [61], Titchmarch [63], IVuesdell [64] et cetera. 
The Gauss hypergeometric fimction form the core of the special functions. Many 
elementary functions and most of the commonly used special functions are expressible 
in terms of hypergeometric function plays an important role in mathematical analysis 
and its applications. Introduction of this function allows us to solve many interesting 
problems, such as conformal mapping of triangular domains bounded by line segments 
or circular arcs, various problems of quantum mechanics, et cetera. Hypergeometric 
functions have two very significant properties that add to their usefulness: They sat-
isfy certain identities for special values of the function and they have transformation 
formulae. These properties have many applications. For example, in combinatorial 
analysis hypergeometric identities classify single sums of products of binomial coef-
ficients. Further, quadratic transformations of hypergeometric functions give insight 
into the relationship (known the Gauss) of elliptic integrals to the arithmetic-geometric 
mean. 
An important generalization of special functions is special matrix functions appear 
in the literature related to Statistics [6], Lie groups theory [24] and more recently 
in connection with matrix analogues of Laguerre, Hermite and Legendre differential 
equations and the corresponding polynomial families [25-27] .In view of the fact that 
there is a close hnk between the classical orthogonal polynomials and orthogonal matrix 
polynomials, the former have been extended to the later, during the last two decades, 
see for example [2-4, 6, 14]. 
In this dissertation, we consider the special matrix polynomials. The study of 
special matrix polynomials are important due to their applications in certain areas of 
Statistics, Physics and Engineering. It has been established that there is a close link 
between scalar polynomials satisfying higher order recurrence relations and orthogonal 
matrix polynomials. Keeping in view this fact, the theory of special matrix polynomi-
als is developed and their certain properties are also discussed by some authors, see for 
example Jodar et al. [25-36], Sayyed et aL [55, 56], which are somehow analogous to 
the properties of scalar polynomials. But it is difficult to develop a theory of special 
matrix polynomials for general matrices. Due to certain properties of matrices, the 
development of the theory of these polynomials are confined to a certain class of matri-
ces. For example, in the case of scalar functions of matrix argument, we are confined to 
positive definite matrices in the real domain and herraitian positive definite matrices in 
the complex domain. The development of the theory of functions of matrix argmnents 
is in its infancy. When it comes to the functions of many matrices, only very little has 
been achieved even for the case of real symmetric positive definite matrices. 
Recently some contributions have been given showing Lie theoretical representa-
tions of Laguerre 2D polynomials and 2-variable Laguerre matrix polynomials, see for 
example Khan [39] and Khan and Hassan [40]. 
This dissertation comprises of five chapters. 
In Chapter 1, we give the necessary background material of special functions . We 
review the definition of hj^ergeometric function and other related special functions. 
We also give a brief description of the orthogonality property of some special functions 
and discuss the concepts of generating relations. However, the definitions and examples 
treated here are only those which are used in our work, thereby laying the ground work 
for treatment of problems in subsequent chapters. 
IV 
In Chapter 2, we study certain properties of beta and gamma matrix functions. 
Further, we consider the definition of Gauss hypergeometric matrix function as a ma-
trix power series and its convergence on the boundary of the unit disc is discussed. 
Furthermore, we give an integral representation of the hypergeometric matrix func-
tion. 
In Chapter 3, we study the class of Laguerre matrix polynomials is studied (LMaP) 
Ln ' (x). We discuss the matrix generating function, the series definition, recurrence 
relations and Rodrigues formula for the LMaP Ln ' (x). Further, we consider the 
orthogonality property of the LMaP Lh. ' (x). Furthermore, we discuss the functional 
relations of LMaP L^r^'^\x). 
In Chapter 4, we study the Hermite matrix polynomials (HMaP) Hn{x,A). We 
consider certain properties of HMaP Hn{x, A). We also discuss the generaUzed form of 
Hermite matrix polynomials and its properties. We derive the integral representation 
of HMaP Hn(x,A). Finally, we establish a connection between Laguerre and Hermite 
matrix polynomials. 
In Chapter 5, we study the Gegenbauer matrix polynomials (GMaP) C:^{x). We 
consider the recurrence relations and differential equation of GMaP C^{x) and give 
the hypergeometric matrix representations of these polynomials. Also, we discuss the 
orthogonality property of these polynomials and their expansion in series of HMaP 
Hnix,A). 
At the end, we provide a comprehensive list of references of books, research papers 
et cetera. 
CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
Special functions arise in a wide range of problems which exist in classical and 
quantum physics, engineering and applied mathematics. The procedure followed in 
most texts on these topics (e.g., quantum mechanics, electrodynamics, modern physics, 
classical mechanics, heat conduction, communication systems, electro-optics, electro-
magnetic theory, electro-circuit theory et cetera) is to formulate the problem as a 
differential equation that is related to one of several special differential equations (Her-
mite, Bessel's, Tricomi's, Laguerre's, Legendre's, et cetera). The corresponding special 
functions are then introduced as solutions with some discussion of recursion formulae, 
orthogonality relations, asymptotic expressions and other properties as appropriate. In 
other words, special functions are the solutions of a wide class of mathematically and 
physically relevant functional equations. 
Each special function can be defined in a variety of ways and different authors 
choose different definitions (Rodrigue's formulae, generating functions, summation for-
mulae, integral representations et cetera). Whatever the starting definition, it is usually 
shown to be expressible as a series, because this is frequently the most practical way 
to obtain numerical values for the functions. A vast mathematical literatmre has been 
devoted to the theory of these functions as constructed in the works of Gauss, Hermite, 
Euler, Chebyshev, Watson, Hardy and other classical authors. Some other develop-
ments are given by Andrews [1,2], Andrews et al. [3], Erdelyi et al. [14-16], Iwasaki 
et al. [23], Lebedev [42], McBride [45], Ranville [49], Sneddon [59], Srivastava and 
Manocha [60], Szego [61], Titchmarch [63], Truesdell [64] et cetera. 
This chapter contains the necessary background material of special functions and 
Lie theory. In Section 1.2, we review the definition of hypergeometric function and 
other related special functions. In Section 1.3, we discuss in brief, the orthogonality 
properties of some special functions. In Section 1.4, we review the concepts of gen-
erating relations. However, the definitions and examples treated here are only those 
which are used in our work, thereby laying the ground work for treatment of problems 
in subsequent chapters. 
1.2. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 
The special functions are the classes of functions listed in (l)-(4) (other terms, 
such as higher transcendental functions, are sometimes used). 
(1) The gamma functions and related functions. 
(2) Presenel's integral, the error function, the logarithmic integral and other functions 
that can be expressed as indefinite integrals of elementary functions. 
(3) Elhptic functions. 
(4) Solutions of linear ordinary differential equations of the second order derived 
by separating certain partial differential equations, e.g., Laplace's equation in 
various curvilinear coordinates. 
Here, we discuss class (4); for the other classes see [14-16]. Class (4) is further 
divided into the following three types, according to the character of the singular points 
of the differential equation of which the functions are solutions. 
(a) Special Functions of Hypergeometric Type: are solutions of differential equa-
tions with three regular singular points of the Riemann sphere. Examples are the hy-
pergeometric function and the Legendre function. Any function of this type reduces 
to a hypergeometric function through a simple transformation. 
(b) SpecieJ Functions of Confluent Type: are solutions of differential equations 
that are derived from hypergeometric differential equations by the confluence of two 
regular singular points, that is by making one of the regular points tend to the other 
one so that the resulting singularity is an irregular singular point of class 1. 
(c) Specieil Functions of Ellipsoidal Type: are solutions of differential equations 
with four or five regular singular points, some of which may be confluent to become 
irregular singular points. Examples are Lame functions, Mathieu functions and spher-
oidal wave functions. In contrast to type (a) and (b), functions of type (c) are difl5cult 
to characterize by means of difference-differential equations and have not been fully 
explored. Sometimes the term special functions in its narrow sense is not applied to 
them. 
The term "hypergeometric" was first used by Wallis in 1655 in his work "Arith-
metrica Infinitorum", when referring to any series which could be regarded as a gener-
aUzation of the ordinary geometric series 
oo 
^ Z" = 1+Z + Z^ + --- . 
n=0 
Some other scientists like Euler and Gauss had done a great work on hypergeomet-
ric function. In 1769, Euler estabUshed an integral representation, a series expansion, 
a differential equation and several other properties including reduction and transfor-
mation formulae for hypergeometric function. In 1812, Gauss introduced the hyper-
geometric series into analysis and gave F-notation for it. Gauss's work was of great 
historical importance because it initiated for reaching development in many branches 
of analysis not only in infinite series, but also in the general theories of linear differ-
ential equations and function of a complex variable. The hypergeometric function has 
retained its significance in modern mathematics because of its powerful unifying influ-
ence since many of the principal special functions of higher analysis are also related to 
it. 
Gatnina and Factorial Functions 
For Re(^) > 0, the function r{z) is defined in terms of integral 
/•CX3 
r{z) = / e-'f-'dt. (1.2.1) 
Jo 
However, by analytic continuation r(^;) can be extended to a function analytic in 
the whole complex plane with the exception of the simple pole at ^ = —n, n = 0,1,2, • • • 
The Pochammer symbol («)„, where a denotes any number, real or complex and 
n any integer positive, negative or zero, is defined by 
"^"^ ^ " I a ( a + 1) • • • (a + n - 1), if n > 1^  ^ -^^ "^ ^ 
and 
(a)_„ = ] ^ \ , n = l , 2 , 3 , . . . ; a 7^  0 ,±1,±2,-• • . (1.2.3) 
In particular, (1)„ = n\. Hence, the symbol (a)„ is also referred to as the factorial 
function. 
In terms of gamma functions, we have 
(a)„ = ^ ^ ^ ^ . a 7^  0 , - 1 , - 2 , . . . . (1.2.4) 
Hypergeometric Function 
The hypergeometric function 2-Pi[a,/5; 7; x] is defined by 
,F,[aJ,r^x] = f^M^iMjL^, 1^1 <1, (1.2.5) 
where a,/3,7 are real or complex parameters and 77i^0,—1,—2.... 
By d'Alembert's ratio test, it is easily seen that the hypergeometric series in (1.2.5) 
converges absolutely within the unit circle, that is, |x| < 1, provided that the denomi-
nator parameter 7 is neither zero nor a negative integer. However, if either or both of 
the numerator parameters a and (5 in (1.2.5) is zero or a negative integer, the hj^er-
geometric series terminates. 
When \x\ = 1 (that is, on the unit circle), the hypergeometric series is: 
(1) absolutely convergent if Re (7 — a — /3) > 0; 
(2) conditionally convergent if - 1 < Re (7 - a - /?) < 0, x 7^  1; 
(3) divergent if Re (7 - a - /?) < - 1 . 
2F1 [a, /?; 7; x] is a solution of the differential equation 
d xi d/it 
x{l - x)-—r + (7 - (a + /3 + l )x)— - apu = 0, (1.2.6) 
aa;^  ax 
in which a, (3 and 7 are independent of x. This is a homogeneous linear differential 
equation of the second order and is called the hypergeometric equation. It has at most 
three singularities 0, 00 and 1 which are all regular [48]. This function has the following 
integral representation 
2Fi[a,/3;7;x] = T,^/^ . / e-\l - tf-'^-'il - xt)'^ dt, (1.2.7) 
I [a] 1 (7 - a) JQ 
Re (7) > Re (a) > 0; |arg(l - a;)| < TT 
Confluent Hypergeometric Function 
If in hypergeometric equation (1.2.6), we replace x by x/P, the resulting equation 
will have three singularities at a; = 0, /?, 00. 
By letting |/?| —>• 00, this transformed equation reduces to 
(^u , ,du „ /, „ „x X - — + 7 - a ; — - a t t = 0. (1.2.8) 
ax^ ax 
Eq. (1.2.8) has a regular singularity at x = 0, and an irregular singularity at 
X = 00, which is formed by the confluence of two regular singularities at P and 00 of 
X 
Eq. (1.2.6) with x replaced by —. 
Consequently, Eq. (1.2.8) is called the confluent hypergeometric equation or Rum-
mer's differential equation after E.E. Kummer, who presented a detailed study of its 
solutions in 1836, see [41]. 
The simplest solution of Eq. (1.2.8) is confluent hypergeometric function or Ktrni-
mer's function iF-[[a;7; x] which is given as 
iFi[a;7;x] = E 7 ^ ' 7 7^  0 , - 1 , - 2 , • • • ; |x| < 00, (1.2.9) 
which can also be deduced as a special case of hypergeometric function 2Fi[a,P;j;x]. 
In fact, we have 
iF,[a;r,x]. (1.2.10) lim 2^^! 
Some Special Cases of Hypergeometric Function 
The Gauss hypergeometric function 2-F1 and the confluent hypergeometric function 
iFi form the core of the special functions and include as special cases most of the com-
monly used functions. The 2-^ 1 includes as its special cases, many elementary functions, 
Legendre functions of the first and second kinds, the incomplete beta function, complete 
elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds, Jacobi polynomials, Gegenbauer (or ultra 
spherical) polynomials, Legendre (or spherical) polynomials, Tchebycheff polynomials 
of the first and second kinds et cetera ([60]; pp. 34-36). On the other hand, iFi includes 
as its special cases, Bessel functions, Whittaker functions, incomplete gamma functions, 
error functions, parabolic cylinder (or Weber) functions, Bateman's A;-function, Her-
mite polynomials, Laguerre functions and polynomials, Poisson-Charlier polynomials 
et cetera ([60]; pp. 39-41). 
In this section, we discuss the relationships between the hypergeometric function 
and other special functions (we consider only those special functions which will be used 
in our work). 
00 
I. (1 -z ) - " = E ^ = 2F,[a,b;b-z] = iFo[a;-;z], \z\ < 1, (1.2.11) 
n=0 
where (1 — ^)~" is the familiar binomial function. 
00 
n . e^  = E S = iF,[a;a;z] = o^o[- i - ;^] , (1-2.12) 
n=0 
where e^ is the well-known exponential function. 
III. Bessel Functions 
The Bessel functions Jn{x) are defined by means of the generating relation 
exp ( 1 ( ^ - 1 ) ) = f^ Mxr, (1.2.13) 
\ \ ' ' n = — 0 0 
for t 7^  0 and for all finite x. 
Bessel functions J„(a;) are also defined by 
fc=0 
6 
where n is a positive integer or zero, and 
Jn{x) = (-l)V_„(a;), (1.2.15) 
where n is a negative integer. 
Bessel functions J„(a;) satisfy the following pure and differential recurrence rela-
tions: 
2n Jn{x) — X Jn-i{x) — xJn+i{x) = 0 (1.2.16) 
and 
— Jn{x) = Jn-l{x) Jn{x), 
— Jn{x) = -Jn+l{x) + - Jnix), 
dx X 
respectively. 
Bessel functions are solutions of the differential equation 
x ^ ^ + x ^ + {x'-n^)y = 0. dx^ dx 
We note that 
'"(^ > = i f^"^ ' _; n + 1 ; - -X 21 
(1.2.17) 
(1.2.18) 
(1.2.19) 
IV. Tricomi Functions 
Tricomi function is a Bessel like function. The Tricomi function is defined by 
means of the generating relation 
exp (i - f) = E -^(^ )^ "' 
for i f^  0 and for all finite x. 
Tricomi functions Cn{x) are also defined by 
k\ {n + k) ^"(-1 = E^f^,. " = 0,1.2. 
(1.2.20) 
(1.2.21) 
A;=0 
7 
Further, Tricomi functions are characterized by the following link with the ordinary 
Bessel functions J„(a;): 
Cn{x) = X~^Jr^{2^/x). (1 .2 .22) 
Tricomi functions satisfy the following pure and differential recmrence relations 
xCn+i{x)-nCnix) + Cn-i{x) = 0 (1.2.23) 
and 
—-Cn{x) = — Cn+l{x), 
ax 
^^Cn(x) = -nCnix) + Cn-i{x). (1.2.24) 
respectively. 
Tricomi functions are solutions of the differential equation 
(^  ^ +("+"s+0"""'"'= °- ''•''" 
We note that 
Cn{x) = —^~roF,[-,n+l--x]. (1.2.26) 
V. Legendre Polynomials 
The Legendre polynomials Pn{x) are defined by means of the generating relation 
oo 
{l-2xt + t^y'/^ = ^ P n ( x ) r , (1.2.27) 
n=0 
for 1^1 < 1 and |2;| < 1. 
Legendre polynomials Pn{x) are also defined by 
Legendre polynomials satisfy the following pure and differential recurrence rela-
tions 
in+l)Pn+i{x)-{2n+l)xPnix) + nPn-i{x) = 0 (1.2.29) 
8 
and 
(1 - X^)^- Pn{x) = - nxPn{x) + nPn-l{x), 
ax 
{I - x"")^ Pn{x) = (n + l ) x P n ( x ) - ( n + l)P„+i(a;), (1.2.30) 
ax 
respectively. 
Legendre polynomials are solutions of the differential equation 
(1.2.31) 
We note that 
Pn{x) = 2F1 
VI. Hermite Polynomieds 
- n , n+ 1; 1; 1 - x (1.2.32) 
The Hermite polynomials Hn{x) are defined by means of the generating relation 
(1.2.33) p ( ^ - ' ^ ) = E ^ -
n=0 
Hermite polynomials Hn{x) are also defined by 
'^ ^ {-\Yn\{2xY~'"' 
•"^^ fc! ( n — 
A;=0 ^ 
2k)\ (1.2.34) 
Hermite polynomials Hn{x) satisfy the following pure and differential recurrence 
relations 
Hn+i{x)-2xH4x) + 2nHn-i{x) = 0 (1.2.35) 
and 
— Hn{x) = 2nxHn-i{x), 
dx Hn{x) = 2xHn{x) - / /•„+!(x), (1.2.36) 
respectively. 
Hermite polynomials are solutions of the differential equation 
(Py ^ dy (1.2.37) 
We note that 
n —n + 1 1 
i /„(x) = (20;)" 2^0 2' 2 ' - ' x2 (1.2.38) 
VII. Laguerre Polynomials and Associated Leiguerre Polynomials 
The Laguerre polynomials Ln(x) of order n are defined by means of the generating 
relation 
1 
exp 
-rf \ ^ 
^ — - = ^ L „ ( a : ) r . (1.2.39) 
^^ n=0 ( 1 - 0 "V( 
Laguerre polynomials Ln{x) are also defined by 
where n is a nonnegative integer. 
The Laguerre polynomials satisfy the following pure and differential recurrence 
relations 
{n+l)Ln+i{x)-{x-2n-l)Ln{x)+nLn-iix) = 0 (1.2.41) 
and 
X-—L„(x) = nLnix) - nLn-i{x), 
ax 
X —L„(x) = {x-{n + l))Ln{x) + {n + l)Ln+i{x), (1.2.42) 
respectively. 
Laguerre polynomials are solutions of the differential equation 
x^ + il-x)^+ny = 0. (1.2.43) 
dx^ ax 
We note that 
Ln{x) = iFi [ -n; 1; x]. (1.2.44) 
The associated Laguerre polynomials L„ \x) are defined by means of the generat-
ing relation 
10 
Associated Laguerre polynomials Ln [x) are also defined by 
L^\-) - E {-lY{n + k)\x'-
'-^in- r)\ [k + r)\rV (1.2.46) 
where n is a nonnegative integer. 
The associated Laguerre polynomials satisfy the following pure and differential 
recmrence relations 
{n + l)L^:l{x) - (x - (a + 2n + \))L^:\x) + (a + n)L^:l,{x) ^ 0 (1.2.47) 
and 
X ^ L^:\x) = nL^:\x) - (a + n)K-,{x\ 
d 
x^L^:\x) = ( x - ( a + n + l))L(")(x) + (n + l)Li%(a:), 
ax 
respectively. 
Associated Laguerre polynomials are solutions of the differential equation 
d xj dv 
x-r^ + {\ + k'x)--^+ny = 0. dx^ dx 
(1.2.48) 
(1.2.49) 
We note that 
!^."w = 'lwTr'^-i-"^*^'^^^ (1.2.50) 
VIII. Jacobi PolynomlEds and Ultraspherical Polynomials 
Jacobi polynomials Pn {x) are defined as 
r (n + a + l ) r ( n + / ? + l ) / x - 1 \ V r r + l'""'= 
^ r ( a + A; + l ) r ( n + /3-fc + l)(n-fc)!A;! V 2 
Jacobi polynomials are solutions of the differential equation 
d'y dy {l-x^)-r^ + {(3-a-{a+p+2)x)~-+n{n+a+P+l)y = 0 
dx"^ 
We note that 
n! 
dx 
—n, n + a + P + I; a + 1; l - x 
(1.2.51) 
(1.2.52) 
(1.2.53) 
11 
The special case /3 = a of the Jacobi polynomials is called the ultraspherical 
polynomial and is defined by 
(1 - 2., + tr-'i = E ('-^l^'P^y*-. (1.2.54) 
IX. Gegenbauer and Chebyshev Polynomials 
The Gegenbauer polynomials C^{x) is a generahzation of the Legendre polynomials 
and is defined by the generating relation 
oo 
{l-2xt + t'^)-^ = ^C^ix)r, |i| < 1; |a;| < 1, (1.2.55) 
n=0 
where A > — and specified by the series 
( - 1 
Prom Eqs. (1.2.54) and (1.2.55) it follows that the Gegenbauer and ultraspherical 
polynomials are essentially equivalent 
Q\x) = (2A)n^i '" ;p^(^)^ (12.57) 
p(.,a)(^ ) = ^''"'^^if^''^''^. (1.2.58) 
(1 4- 2a)n 
Gegenbauer polynomials satisfy the following pure and differential recurrence re-
lations 
(n + l)C„\i(x) - 2(n + X)xC^{x) + (n + 2A - l)C^_,ix) = 0 (1.2.59) 
and 
(x^ - 1) ^  C„\x) = na;C„\x)-(n + 2A- l )C^i (x) , 
(a;2-l)^C„^(x) - - ( n + 2A)a:C„\x) + (n+l)C^+i(x) (1.2.60) 
12 
respectively. 
Further, Gegenbauer polynomials are solutions of the differential equations 
d-'y dy {1 - x')-^ - {2X + l)x-f + n{n + 2\)y = 0. dx'^ 
We note that 
C„*(x) = {"^^^-''\.F, 
dx 
1 1 — a; 
-n, n + 2A; A + - ; —— 
(1.2.61) 
(1.2.62) 
An important subclass of Gegenbauer polynomials are the Chebyshev polynomials, 
of which there are two kinds. The Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind are defined 
by 
ro(x) - 1, TM = ^ l i m ^ ^ ^ , n = 0, l ,2, 
2 A-+0 A 
Further, 
1 2 ' (-1)'= ( n - A ; - l ) ! (2a;)"-2'= 
fc=0 
and the generating relation is given by 
(1 - xt) 
k\ (n - 2k)\ 
J^Ux) t\ (1 - 2xt + f^) 
^ ' n=0 
The Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind are 
Unix) = Cl{x), n = 0,1,2, . . 
(1.2.63) 
(1.2.64) 
(1.2.65) 
(1.2.66) 
By setting A = 1 in the properties of Gegenbauer polynomials we get the corre-
sponding properties of Chebyshev polynomials t/„(a;), by setting A = 1 in Eq. (1.2.56), 
we get 
\n-2k 
U-(^) = E ( ' ' / ) ( - 1 ) ' ( 2 ^ ) ^ 
Further, r„(x) and t/„(x) satisfy the differential equations 
( 1 _ ^ 2 ) A ^dy _ , 
and 
^ 2 x — + n'y = 0 dx^ ax 
"-^^>0-^^s+"("^^)^-°' 
(1.2.67) 
(1.2.68) 
(1.2.69) 
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respectively. 
We note that 
and 
(^+1)! o(i i ) . 
2F1 
1 1- r r 
-n, n; - ; 
Unix) = ''".y FA^'^^(X) = (n +1)2^1 
2' 2 
, 3 1-a; 
(1.2.70) 
(1.2.71) 
1.3. ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
A set of functions {0„(x)},n = O, l ,2 , . . . i s said to be orthogonal on the interval 
a < X <b, with respect to a weight function r{x) > 0, if 
r{x)4>rn{x)4>n{x)dx = 0, TTl ^ U. (1.3.1) 
/ 
J a 
Sets of the orthogonal functions play an extremely important role in analysis, 
primarily because functions belonging to a very general class can be represented by 
series of orthogonal functions, called generalized Fourier series. 
A special case of orthogonal functions consists of the sets of orthogonal polynomials 
{Pn{x)}, where n denotes the degree of the polynomial p„(a;). The Legendre polyno-
mials are the simplest set of polynomials belonging to this class. Other polynomial 
sets which commonly occur in applications are the Hermite, Laguerre and Chebyshev 
polynomials. More general polynomial sets are defined by the Gegenbauer and Jacobi 
polynomials, which include the others as special cases. 
The orthogonality property of Legendre polynomials is given by 
/ ; 
Pn{x)Pm{x)dx = 0, m^n (1.3.2) 
i.e. the set of Legendre polynomials Pnix) is orthogonal with respect to the weight 
function unity on the interval — 1 < z < 1. 
For m = n, -we have the following additional property of Pn{x): 
L [Pn{x)Ydx = - ^ — . / ^ ^^  2n + l n = 0,1,2, (1.3.3) 
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The orthogonality property of the Hermite polynomials Hn{x) is given by 
/ _ 
-t-oo 
e-'='Hm{x)Hn{x)dx = 0, my^n, (1.3.4) 
i.e. the set of Hermite polynomials Hn{x) is orthogonal with respect to the weight 
2 
function e~^ on the interval — oo < x < oo. 
/ -
For m = n, we have the following additional property of Hn{x): 
1 
e-^'[//n(x)]^dx = 2"n!v/^. (1.3.5) 
The orthogonality property of the associated Laguerre polynomials Ln {x) is given 
by 
/•oo 
/ e-''x''L'^^\x)L^^\x)dx^Q, m^n; a > - 1 , (1.3.6) 
Jo 
i.e. the set of associated Laguerre polynomials Ln {x) is orthogonal with respect to 
weight function e~^x° on the interval 0 < x < cx). 
For m = n, we have the following additional property of Ln (x): 
' e-^x'^[Ll:\x)]'dx - ^ ^ ' ' + J + ^ \ a > - 1 . (1.3.7) 
^0 
We note that for a — 0, Eqs. (1.3.6) and (1.3.7) reduce to the corresponding 
results for the Laguerre polynomials L„(x). 
The orthogonality property of the Gegenbauer polynomials C^(x) is given by 
(1 - x')'''^C^{x)C!:{x)dx = 0, mj^n (1.3.8) 
/ : ' - 1 
i.e. the set of Gegenbauer polynomials C^(x) is orthogonal with respect to the weight 
function (1 — x^)'^ ~2 on the interval — 1 < x < 1. 
For m = n, the additional property satisfied by C^(x) is 
\ . 9sx ifx^ A/ M2 , 2i-2^7r r (n + 2A) , „, 
_(1 - .^)-.KW)^d. = („^,),^(,))J. (1.3.9) 
The orthogonality property of the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind ^^(x) 
is given by 
/" (1 - X^y'^Tmix) Tn{x)dx = 0, m 7^ 71. (1.3.10) 
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/ 
i.e. the set of Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind Tn{x) is orthogonal with respect 
to the weight function (1 — a;^ )~2 on the interval —1 < x < 1. 
For m = n, we have the following additional property of Tn{x): 
L „ 2 s - i r ^ / „ M 2 . JTT, n = 0 , ( l -x^) -Mr„(x) ]^dx= ; ; ' (1.3.11) 1 If, r i > l . 
We note that for A = 1, Eqs. (1.3.8) and (1.3.9) reduce to the corresponding 
results for the Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind Un{x). 
The orthogonality property of the Jacobi polynomials Pn (x) is given by 
/ {1 - xT {1 + xf P}^'^\x) Pj,'''^\x)dx =^ 0, mj^n, (1.3.12) 
i.e. the set of Jacobi polynomials Pn (x) is orthogonal with respect to the weight 
function (1 — x)°' (1 + x)^ on the interval —1 < x < 1. 
1.4. GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
Laplace introduced the concept of 'generating function' in 1812. Since then the 
theory of generating functions has been developed in various directions. Generat-
ing relations of special functions arise in a diverse range of applications in quantum 
physics, molecular chemistry, harmonic analysis, multivariate statistics, number theory 
et cetera. Generating functions play an important role in the investigation of various 
useful properties of the sequences which they generate. There are various methods of 
obtaining generating functions for a fairly wide variety of sequences of special functions 
(and polynomials), see for example [45] and [60]. 
Linear Generating Functions 
Consider a two-variable function F(x, t), which possesses a formal (not necessarily 
convergent for i 7^  0) power series expansion in t such that 
00 
F{x,t) = ^ / n ( x ) r , (1.4.1) 
n=0 
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where each member of the coefficient set {/n(a;)}^o ^^  independent of t. Then, the 
expansion (1.4.1) of F{x, t) is said to have generated the set {fn{x)} and F{x, t) is called 
a hnear generating function (or, simply, a generating function) for the set {fni^)}-
This definition may be extended sUghtly to include a generating function of the 
type: 
G{x,t) = Y^Cn9n{x)r, (1.4.2) 
where the sequence {c„}^o ^ ^ 7 contain the parameters of the set gn{x), but is inde-
pendent of X and t. 
licn and gn{x) in expansion (1.4.2) are prescribed, and if we can formally determine 
the sum function G{x,t) in terms of known special functions, then we say that the 
generating functions G{x, t) has been found. 
Further, if the set {fni^)} is defined for n = 0, ±1 , ±2, • • •, then the definition 
(1.4.2) may be extended in terms of the Laurent series expansion: 
oo 
F*ix,t) = ^ ^nfn{x)e, ( 1 . 4 .3 ) 
n=—oo 
where the sequence {7n}^_oo is independent of x and t. 
Bilinear and Bilateral Generating Functions 
If a three-variable function F{x, y, t) possesses a formal power series expansion in 
t such that 
oo 
Fix,y,t) = Yl^nfn{x)fniy)t\ ( 1 . 4 .4 ) 
where the sequence {7^} is independent of x, y and t, then F{x, y, t) is called a bilinear 
generating function for the set {fn{x)}. 
More generally, if T(x, y, t) can be expanded in powers of t in the form 
00 
T{x,y,t) = ^ 7 n / a ( n ) ( x ) / / 3 ( n ) ( y ) r , (1 .4 .5 ) 
Tl=:0 
where a{n) and P{n) are functions of n which are not necessary equal, then also 
T{x,y,t) is called a bilinear generating function for the set {/^(a;)}. 
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Further, suppose that a three-variable function H{x, y, t) has a formal power series 
expansion in t such that 
oo 
Hix,y,t) = J2^M^)9n{y)t'', (1.4.6) 
n=0 
where the sequence {/i„} is independent of x, y and t, and the sets of functions 
{/„(x)}^o ^^^ {Pn(^)}^o ^^^ different. Then H{x,y,t) is called a bilateral gener-
ating function for the set of {fn{x)} or {gn{x)}. 
The above definition of a bilateral generating function, may be extended to include 
bilateral generating function of the type: 
n{x,y,t) = ^7n/a(n)(a;)^/3(„)(2/)i" (1.4.7) 
n=0 
where the sequence {^y^} is independent of x, y and t, the sets of functions {fnix)}'^=Q 
and {9n{x)}'^Q are different, and a{n) and /3(n) are functions of n which are not 
necessarily equal. 
Multi-variable, Multi-linear, Multi-lateral and Multiple Generating 
Functions 
Suppose that G{xi,X2, • • • ,Xr;t) is a function of r-f-1 variables, which has a formal 
expansion in powers of t such that 
CX) 
G{Xi,X2,--- ,Xr;t) = Y^Cngn{Xl,X2,--- ,Xr)t'^, (1.4.8) 
n=0 
where the sequence {Cn} is independent of the variables Xi,X2,--- ,Xr and t. Then 
G{xi,X2,-" ,Xr',t) is called a generating function for the set {gn{xi,X2,- • • ,Xr)}^=o 
corresponding to the nonzero coefficients c„. 
Similarly, we extend the definition of bilinear and bilateral generating functions to 
include such multivariable generating functions as: 
71=0 
T{xi,x2,--- ,Xr; yi,y2,--- ,yr;t) = ^7n/a(n)(a ; i ,x2-- - ,Xr)f/3(n)iyi,y2--- ,yr)f' 
(1.4.9) 
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and 
oo 
n = 0 
(1.4.10) 
respectively. 
A multi-variable generating function G(xi,X2,--- ,Xr;t) given by Eq. (1.4.8) is 
said to be a multi-linear generating function if 
9niXl,X2,--- ,Xr) = fax{n)iXl)fa2{n)iX2)---Ur{n){Xr), (1.4.11) 
where ai{n),a2{n), • • • , a,.(n) are functions of n which are not necessarily equal. More 
generally, if the functions occuring on the right hand side of (1.4.11) are all different, 
then the multi-variable generating function (1.4.8) is called a multi-lateral generating 
function. 
A natural further extension of the multi-variable generating function (1.4.8) is a 
multiple generating function which may be defined formally by 
'^{Xi,X2,-'- ,Xr; ti,t2,--- ,tr) 
oo 
= Y. C -K^ns , - - - ,nr)r„„n,,. . ,n.(Xi,X2,--- , X , ) i ^ C • • • C ^ (1-4.12) 
where the multiple sequence {C{ni,n2, • • • , n^)} is independent of the variables X i , . . . , Xj-
and ti,t2,• • • ,tr. 
Further, definitions (1.4.8) and (1.4.12) may be extended in terms of the Laurent 
series expansions: 
oo 
G*{Xi,X2,--- ,Xr;t) = ^ Cngn{xuX2,--- ,Xr)f' (1.4.13) 
n=—oo 
and 
'^*{Xi,X2,--- ,Xr; h,t2,--- ,tr) 
oo 
Y, C(nun2,--- ,nr)rn„n„-,nM,X2,--- , X,) ^^ ^2'""" C^ (1-4.14) 
respectively. 
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CHAPTER 2 
HYPERGEOMETRIC MATRIX FUNCTION 
2.1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Many special functions encountered in physics, engineering and probability theory 
are special cases of hypergeometric functions [42, 43, 49, 58]. Special matrix functions 
appear in the literature related to Statistics [6], Lie groups theory [24] and more recently 
in comiection with matrix analogues of Laguexre, Hermite and Legendre differential 
equations and the corresponding polynomial famihes [25-27]. Apart from the close 
relationship with the well known beta and gamma matrix functions, the emerging 
theory of orthogonal matrix polynomials [11-13] and its operational calculus suggest 
the study of hypergeometric matrix function. 
The spectrum (T{A) of any matrix A in C^^ denotes the set of all eigenvalues of 
A and the 2-norm of A, denoted by ||^||, is defined by 
\\A\\=snp^^, (2.1.1) 
x^O 11x112 
where \\y\\2 — {y^v) is the Euclidean norm of any y in C'*^. The real numbers a{A) 
and /3(A) are defined by 
a{A) = max{/?e(z) : z e a{A)}, 13(A) = mm{Re{z) : z G a{A)}. (2.1.2) 
If f(z) and g{z) are holomorphic functions of the complex variable z, which are 
defined in an open set O of the complex plane and A is a matrix in V^'^ with cr{A) C f^ , 
then from the properties of the matrix functional calculus [10, p. 558], it follows that 
f{A)g{A)=g{A)f{A). (2.1.3) 
The reciprocal gamma function denoted by r~'^{z) = l/T{z) is an entire function 
of the complex variable z. Then the image of A under the action of r""^ denoted by 
T~^{A), is a well defined matrix. Furthermore, if 
A + nl is invertible for every integer n > 0, (2.1-4) 
then T{A) is invertible and its inverse coincides with r~^(>l).Thus the formula 
{A){A + I)...{A + {n-l)I)r-'{A.+ nI) = T-'{A), n > 1, (2.1.5) 
is well defined [22, p. 253]. Prom Eq. (2.1.3) and under the conditon (2.1.4), Eq. 
(2.1.5) takes the form 
{A){A+ [)••• {A+{n-1)1) = r{A + nI)T-\A), n > 1. (2.1.6) 
Using the Pochhammer symbol or shifted factorial defined by 
{z)n = z{z + l)---(z + n-l), n>l, (z)o = l, 
by application of the matrix functional calculus to this function, for any matrix A in 
C^'", we define 
{A)n = A{A + I)---{A + {n-l)I), n > l , (A)o - 1. (2.1.7) 
From Eq. (2.1.7), it is easy to find that 
{A)n^k = {-l)''{A)n[{I - A - n7)fc]-^ 0 < fc < n. (2.1.8) 
Also we recall that if A{k,n) is a matrix in C '" ' , for n > 0 and A; > 0, we have 
[60]: 
oo oo oo [n/2] 
J2Y^Mk,n) = ^^Aik,n-2k) (2.1.9) 
n=0 A;=0 n=0 fc=0 
^ ^ ^ oo oo oo n 
^5;^A(A;,n) = 5^X;^(^'"-^)- (2.1.10) 
n=0 fc=0 n=0 fc=0 
For a positive integer TO, similarly to Eq.(2.1.9), we have 
oo oo oo [n/m] 
n=0 A:=0 n=0 fc=0 
Similarly, we can find 
oo [n/2] 00 00 
5 ^ ^ A ( f c , n ) = 5 ] 5 ^ A ( f c , n + 2fc), (2.1.12) 
n=0 fc=0 n=0 fe=0 
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oo n oo ["/2] 
^ ^ ^ ( A ; , n ) = 5^53>l(A;,n-A;) (2.1.13) 
n = 0 A:=0 7i=0 fc=0 
and 
oo n oo oo 
^ ^ A ( A ; , n ) = ^ ^ ^ ( / c , n + A;). (2.1.14) 
n = 0 fc=0 n = 0 A:=0 
Taking into account the Schur decompositon oi A [20, pp. 192-193], it follows that 
| | e - A | , < ^ . . M ) ^ M t j ^ , x > 0 . (2.1.15) 
fc=0 
In this chapter, we study the hypergeometric matrix functions. In section 2.2., 
we discuss certain properties of beta and gamma matrix functions. In section 2.3., 
we consider the definition of Gauss hypergeometric matrix function as a matrix power 
series and discuss its convergence on the boundary of the unit disc. Finally, in section 
2.4., an integral representation of the hypergeometric matrix function is given. 
2.2. BETA A N D GAMMA MATRIX FUNCTIONS 
Beta and gamma matrix functions are frequent in Statistics [6,24], Lie groups 
theory [24] and in the solution of matrix differential equations [25-27]. Beta function 
of two diagonal matrix arguments has been used in [6] and [27] for the case where one 
of the two matrix arguments is a scalar multiple of the identity matrix. 
Here we consider the extension of the following formula to the matrix framework 
We note that if M is a positive stable matrix in C"""" and n > 1 is an integer, then 
[28] 
r (M) = lim (n - l )!(M);^n^ (2.2.2) 
n—>oo 
and also in accordance with [28], if P and Q are positive stable matrices in C^'", then 
beta function is well defined by 
B{P,Q) - / t^-\\ - tf-^dt. (2.2.3) 
JQ 
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Hence we get that if P and Q are commuting positive stable matrices then B{P, Q) — 
B{Q,P) and commutativity is a necessary condition for the symmetry of the beta func-
tion [28]. 
Lemma 2.2.1. Let P, Q be positive stable matrices in C^ ' ' such that PQ = QP and 
satisfy the condition 
P + Q + ml is invertible for all integer m > 0. (2-2.4) 
If n > 0 is an integer, then the following identities hold: 
(i) B{P, Q + nI) = {P + Q)-\Q)nB{P, Q), (2.2.5) 
(ii) 5 ( P + nI,Q + nl) - {P)n{QUP + Q)2nB{P.Q). (2.2.6) 
Proof, (i). For n = 0 the equaUty is evident. Using the condition PQ = QP and Eq. 
(2.2.3), for m > 1, we get 
BiP,Q + mI)^ I t''-'il-tf^^"'-'^'dt 
Jo 
= iim r'e-'ii-tf^^'^-'^'dt, 
6^^ J6 
or, equivalently 
B(P, Q + mI) = lim [ ' ' i^+«+(—2)^(1 _ ^)Q+(m-i)/i-(Q+(m-i)/)^^ (2.2.7) 
Now, we take 
U{t) = (1 - tfHm-l)It-{Q+im-l)I). ^'(t) = tP+QHm-2)I (2.2.8) 
Thus, using above substitutions in Eq. (2.2.7), we get 
B{P, Q + mI) = lim / u{t)v'{t)dt. (2.2.9) 
Integrating by parts, the integral in the right hand side of Eq. (2.2.9) and then 
substituting the values of u{t) and v'{t) from Eq. (2.2.8), we get 
BiP, Q + mI) = lim[(P + Q + (m - l ) / )-^(l - t)Q+(—^)^^nd"* 
+ lim(P + Q + {m- l)ir' f {[Q + {m- 1)/)(1 - t)Q+(—^^t^ 
+ {Q + {m- 1)/)(1 - tf+^'^-'^H''-'}dt 
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or, equivalently 
B(P, Q + mI) = iP + Q + (m- \)I)-\Q + (m - 1)/) / ^^'^(1 - tf+(^-^^'dt, 
Jo 
which on using Eq. (2.2.3), becomes 
B{P, Q + mI) = {P + Q + {m- l) /)- '(Q + {m- 1)I)B{P, Q + {m - 1)1). (2.2.10) 
Hence using an induction argument in the right hand side of Eq. (2.2.10), we get 
Eq. (2.2.5). 
(ii) In order to prove Eq. (2.2.6), we use Eq. (2.2.5) for P = P + n/, n > 1 to get 
5(P, Q + nI) = {P + Q)-\Q)nB{P, Q). (2.2.11) 
Since PQ = QP, therefore we have 
PQ = QP 
and 
B{P,Q) = BiQ,P). 
Prom Eq. (2.2.11), we get 
5(P, Q + nI) = {P + Q)-\Q)nB{Q, P). (2.2.12) 
Again from Eq. (2.2.5), we have 
P(g, P + nI) = iQ + P)-\P)nB{Q, P), 
or, equivalently 
B{Q, P) = {P + Q)-'{P)nB{P, Q). (2.2.13) 
Prom Eqs. (2.2.12) and (2.2.13), we get 
B{P + nI,Q + nl) = B{P, Q + nI) = {P + Q + nI)-\Q)n{P + Q)-\P)nB(P, Q). 
(2.2.14) 
Prom the definition {P + Q + nI)n{P + Q)n = {P + Q)2n and Eq. (2.2.14), we get 
B{P + nI,Q + nl) - (P + Q)^^{P)n{Q)nB{P, Q). 
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This completes the proof. 
Prom part (ii) of Lemma 2.2.1, the definition of the beta function, given by Eq. 
(2.2.3) can be extended to the beta function of two not necessarily positive stable 
matrix arguments. 
Definition 2.2.1. Let P and Q be commuting matrices in C'^'", satisfying the follow-
ing condition 
P + nl, Q + nl and P + Q + nl are invertible, (2.2.15) 
for all integer n > 0. 
Let a{P,Q) = min{a(P) ,a(Q),a(F + Q)} and % = no{P,Q) = [\a{P,Q)\] + 1, 
where [ ] denotes the entire part function. Then B{P,Q) is defined by the following 
formula 
B{P,Q) = (P)-;{Q)^iP + Q)2n,B{P + noI,Q + noI). (2.2.16) 
Remark 2.2.1. The previous definition agrees with the one given in [28], because 
by Lemma 2.2.1, formula (2.2.16) holds true for the case where P and Q are positive 
stable matrices. 
Lemma 2.2.2. Let P , Q be commuting matrices in C'"^'' such that P , Q and P + Q 
are positive stable. Then 
p ( p , Q) = r(P)r{Q)r-\p + Q). (2.2.17) 
Proof. Using the hypothesis of positive stabihty of P , Q and the commutativity 
PQ — QP, we can write 
or, equivalently 
/•oo poo 
r ( P ) r ( Q ) = / / e^'u^-^e'^'v^-^dudv. 
Jo Jo 
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Considering the change of variables x = u/{u+v), y = {u+v) in the above integral 
and the positive stability oi P + Q, we get J{x, y) — y and 
/>oo />1 
T{P)V{Q)^ / / e-''^{xyf-'e-y^^-%{l-x)f-^ydxdy 
Jo Jo 
r(p)r(g) = ( T e-^ ^+ -^^ %) ( /" rr^ -^ (i - xf-'dx), 
or, it can also be written as 
which on using Eq. (2.2.3), becomes 
riP)r{Q) = r{p + Q)B{p,Q). 
Hence this completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.2.1. Let P, Q be commuting matrices in V^'^ satisfying the condition 
(2.2.15) for all integer n>0. Then 
B{P, Q) = T{P)T{Q)V-\P + Q). (2.2.18) 
Proof. Let no = no(-P, Q) be defined as in Definition 2.2.1. so that 
B(P, Q) = {P)-l{Q)-l{P + Q)2noB{P + no/, Q + no/), 
where P + UQI and Q + UQI are positive stable. 
In view of Eq. (2.1.5), we can write 
r ( P ) - r ( F + no/)(P + (no - 1)/)"^ • • • (P + I)-'p-\ 
r(g) = r (g + no/)(Q + (no - i)i)-' •••{Q + ly'Q-' 
and 
r ( P + (5) = r ( P 4- Q + 2no/)(P + (5 + (2no - 1) / )" ' • • • (P + Q + / ) -^ (P + Q)-\ 
As P(3 = QP, from the above equalities, it follows that 
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r{p)r{Q)r-\p+Q) 
= r ( P + no/) T{Q + noI)T-\P + Q + 2noI){{P + (no - 1)/)-^ • • • (P + I)-\P)-'} 
x{(Q + (no - 1)/)-^ • • • (Q + / ) -nQ)~ '}{ (^ + Q + (2no - 1)/) •••{P + Q + I){P + Q)} 
= T{P + no/) T{Q + no/) P - H P + Q + 2no/)(P)-,Hg)-HP + ^)2no-
(2.2.19) 
Since P + Q + 2no/, P + no/ and Q + no/ are positive stable matrices therefore 
from Lemma 2.2.2., we get 
r ( P + no/) r ( Q + n o / ) r - H P + Q + 2no/) = B(P + no/, Q + no/), (2.2.20) 
which on using Lemma 2.2.1(ii), becomes 
B{P + no/, Q + no/) = {PUiQUiP + Q)2"no^(^. ^ ) - (2-2.21) 
From Eqs. (2.2.19)-(2.2.21), we get 
r{p)riQ)r-\p + Q) = BiP,Q). 
2.3. T H E H Y P E R G E O M E T R I C MATRIX F U N C T I O N 
Hypergeometric matrix function oFi[—\A,z] is introduced in [35] in connection 
with Laguerre matrix polynomials and the hypergeometric matrix function 2P1 [A, B; C; z] 
is defined in [29] as 
2F,[AB;C;z]^Yl (AUBUC)-'^^ 
n>0 ni 
(2.3.1) 
for matrices A, B and C in C^ ' ' such that 
C + nl is invertible for all integer n > 0. (2.3.2) 
The convergence of the series on the right hand side of Eq. (2.3.1) for \z\ < 1 can 
be easily proved in the following manner: 
Let un = i^Mi^^i2)^z^, then 
Un+l 
Ur. 
{A + nI){B + nI){C + nI)-h 
(n + 1) 
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Now taking the limit as n —>• co in above equation, we get 
lim 
n—>oo Ur, 
= \z\ < 1. 
Thus the series in Eq. (2.3.1) has the circle |z| < 1 as its circle of convergence. 
The following theorem gives the condition so that 2Fi[A,B;C;z] converges for 
\z\ = l. 
Theorem 2.3.1. Let A, B and C be positive stable matrices in C'"'^ '" such that 
/3(C)>a(A) + a(B). (2.3.3) 
Then the series in Eq. (2.3.1) is absolutely convergent for \z\ = 1. 
Proof. Prom relation (2.3.3), we can find a positive number 5 such that 
/3(C) - a(A) - a{B) = 26, (2.3.4) 
then 
-( ^ (A\ (R\ (r\-A - ^^ -^ ^ (ri - l)!n^n-^(A)„ (n - iV-n^n-^jB) g ^ 
[^{AUBUC)^ j - — ^^^-_ ^^^-— (C)„ n n n 
n'^'fn-^iAU A(n-B{B)n 
n \{n-l)\J"' V ( n - 1 ) 
or, equivalently 
, ^ . / ( . 4 ) „ ( B ) „ ( C f x . / r , - ' (X)„x , / n - « ( B ) „ 
(|r^)"1^S)"''«"-«Kc)„-'n<')„-
n 
n\ •)-'(T;r^)"1i^)"''««-)^(^)"-'"^)"-
(2.3.5) 
Since a{-C) = -0(C), therefore using relation (2.1.15) and Eq. (2.3.4), we get 
|n^lllln^lllln-^|| 
^ | |g(lnnM|| | i (lnn)B|||i ( lnn)( -C) | 
r - l 
^ g(lnn)a(yl)g(lnn)a(B)g(lnn)a(-C) {\\Ay^Hnny\fy.{\\B\\r'/Hnny^ 
j=0 
X 
r - l (E (\\cy/Hnny-r-
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r - 1 
nn)a(A)+(lnn)a(S)-(lnn)/3(C)} ( V ^ (M| [ r^ /^ Inn)^ N^  / ^ (H^Hr^/^ I n n ^ ' < g{(lnn)a( ) (l ) UI-^F ^^ ^ ^ ^  \ / y - Ul- ir^ " ^ n n j - ' \ 
J=0 -^ ^ i=0 •^ " 
r - l 
X (E (| |C| |ri/nnn)^ 
j=o j ! ) 
< n ° 
r - l (A)^.iB)-^iC) (S^ (max{P| | , | |B |U|C| |}rV^lnn)^3 
3=0 
y 
<n -2S 
r-l (E (max{||A||,||B||,||C||}rV2innyN3 ) • (2.3.6) 
Taking \z\ = 1 and using Eqs. (2.2.2),(2.3.4), (2.3.5) and inequality (2.3.6), we get 
{AUBUC)-'z-
lim n 1+S 
n\ 
= lim n^+^ 
n—>oo 
< n* lim 
{AUBUC)- - 1 
n! 
n-^(A)„ 
(n - 1)! n-
'^"''(^)n||„ H 
(n - 1)! n 
r - l 
- l „ C | | | | _ - C i n- l ) ! (C) ;^n^ | | | | n 
< lim ||r-i(A)||||r-^(B)||||r(c)||n-^(;^ (rV2niax{||A||,||5||,|iC||})^ 
j=o 
{Innyy 
Since limn^oo'"^ '^(Inn)'' = 0, for fc > 0 integer, therefore from above inequality, 
we have 
{AUBUC)-'z-lim n^+^ 
n\ 
< lir '(^)lll|r-(B)||||r(C)||(v(-'^'"'-<ll^"-ll^ll-"g"»^ to „-/3(i„„yy 
i=0 -^  
= ||r-^(>i)lll|r-^(5)||||r(c)||xo = o. 
Now in view of the comparison theorem of numerical series of positive numbers, 
{AUBUC)-'z-lim n^^* 
n\ 
- 0 , \z\ = l, 
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implies the absolute convergence of series in Eq. (2.3.1). 
Under certain conditions 2Fi[A,B]C;z] satisfies a matrix differential equation of 
bilateral type which is given by the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.3.2. Suppose that C is a matrix in C'"^'' satisfying condition (2.3.2) and 
CB = BC. Then 2^1 [^, B; C; z] is the solution of 
z(l-z)W"{z)-zAW'{z) + W'{z){C-z{B + I))-AW{z)B = 0, 0 < |z| < 1 (2.3.7) 
satisfying 2^1 [A, B; C; 0] = / . 
Proof. For CB = BC, we can write 
^^ ^ {A)n{B)n{C)-' ^ {AUC);i\B)n 
Let us take 
W{z) =2 F,[A,B-C;z\ = J^^n^" , \z\ < 1. (2.3.9) 
n>0 
Since W(z) is a power series convergent for |z| < 1, it is termwise differentiable in 
this domain and the derivatives of W(z) are as follows 
W'{z) = 5 ^ n F „ ^ " - \ W'\z) = ^n{n- l)FnZ^-', \z\ < 1. (2.3.10) 
n>l n>2 
Now from Eqs. (2.3.9) and (2.3.10), we find 
z{l-z)W"iz)-zAW'iz)+W'iz)iC-z(B+I))-AWiz)B 
= z{l-z) 5 3 n{n- l)F^z--'-zA J ^ nF^z^-'+Y, nFnZ^~\C-z{B+I))-A J ] F^z^^B 
n>2 n>l n>l n>0 
= Y, n{n-l)FnZ^-'-Y, n(n- l)F„z"-A ^  nF^z^+Y nF^Cz^'' 
n>2 n>2 n>l n>l 
- J2 nFniB + / )2" - ^ AFnBz^ 
n>l n>0 
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= Y^Mn + l)Fn+i - n{n - l)Fn - nAFn + {n+ l)Fn+iC - nF„(S + / ) - AF„B}z" 
7l>2 
+2F2Z - AFiz + FiC + 2F2CZ - Fi{B + I)z - AFQB - AF^Bz = 0. 
Thus, on equating the coefficients of equal powers of z and taking into consideration 
that Fo = / , we get 
FiC -AB = 0, 
2F2-AFi+2F2C-F,{B+I)-AFiB = 2F2{I+C)-AFi{I+B)-Fi{B+I) = 0 
n{n+l)Fn+i-~n(n+l)Fr,-nAFn-nFnB-nFn+in+l)Fn+iC-AFnB 
= Fn+iin + l){nl + C)-{A + nI)Fn{B + nl) = 0, 
since Eq. (2.3.8) gives 
{A + nI)F^{B + nI){C + nir' 
F„+ i= :^^^ , n > 0 . 
Therefore it can be concluded that W{z) = 2Fi[A, B; C; z] is the only solution of 
Eq. (2.3.7) which satisfies W{0) = / , [9, p. 287]. 
Corollary 2.3.1. Let C be a naatrix in C^^ satisfying (2.3.2), A be an arbitrary 
matrix in C'* '^' and n be a positive integer. Then equation 
z{l - z)W"{z) + zAW'{z) + W'{z){C + (n - l)z/) + nAW{z) = 0 (2.3.11) 
has matrix polynomial solutions of degree n. 
Proof. Prom Theorem 2.3.2, we note that the function 1 (^2;) = 2Fi[A,—nI;C;z] 
satisfies Eq.(2.3.7), for B = -nl. Since (B)„+j- = 0 for j > 1, Therefore 
W{z) = 2F, [A, ^nl; C;.] = f^  (jMzH^MQll,^ 
k=0 
is a matrix polynomial solution of degree n of differential equation (2.3.11). 
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2.4. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION FOR HYPERGEOMETRIC 
MATRIX FUNCTION 
In this section, we use the binomial function of matrix exponent to obtain an 
integral representation of hypergeometric matrix function. For a complex number y 
with |y| < 1 and another complex number b, (1 — y)* = exp(Mog(l — y)), where Log 
is the principal branch of the logarithmic funtion [53, p.72]. The Taylor expansion of 
(1 - y)-" about y = Ois given by [62, p.73] 
n>0 
Let /n(a) be the function of complex variable a defined by 
( l - ! / ) - = E ^ ! ' " ' M < 1 ' " S C . (2.4.1) 
/„(«) = Miy-=°'° + ')-(° + " - V aeC. (2.4.2) 
n! n! 
where y is a fixed complex number with \y\ < 1. Moreover /„ is a holomorphic function 
of variable a defined in the complex plane. For a closed bounded disc DR = {a € C : 
\a\ < R}, we have 
l/n(a)| = a{a + 1) • • • (a + n- 1) J ^ |a|(|a| + 1) • • • (|a| + n - 1)^ ^^^ ^ (|a|)n|i/|^ < {RUy^ 
n! I n! n! n! 
where n > 0 and \a\ < R. 
Since 
{R)n\yr 
n>0 ^ 
therefore in view of the Weierstrass theorem for the convergence of holomorphic func-
tions [53], the function 
n>0 
is holomorphic in C. 
Now using the holomorphic functional calculus [10], the image of g acting on any 
matrix A in C '^^ '" is given by 
i>0 
(1 - y)--^ = 5(A) = ^ i ^ y " , | y | < l , (2.4.3) 
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where {A)n is defined by Eq. (2.1.7). 
Let B and C be any two matrices in C^'" such that 
BC = CB, (2.4.4) 
B, C and C — B being positive stable. (2.4.5) 
Prom Eqs. (2.1.5), (2.1.7) and condition (2.4.5), we get 
(BUG)-' = r-\B)r{B + nI)r'\C + nI)T{C) 
= r-'iB)r-\c - B)r{c - B)TiB + n/)r-^(c + n/)r(c). (2.4.6) 
Again from condition (2.4.5), Lemma 2.2.2 and Eq. (2.2.3), we get 
f' ^B+(n-i)/(i _ tf-B-idt = B{B + n / , C - B) = r ( C - B)r{B + nI)T-\C + nl). 
^° (2.4.7) 
Erom Eqs. (2.4.6) and (2.4.7), we get 
{BUC)-' = T-\B)T-\C - 5 ) ( / i^+("-')'(l - tf-^-'dty^C). (2.4.8) 
Thus, for \z\ < 1, we can write 
n > 0 
n ^n 
^ ^ {A)j:-\B)V-\C - B)(^j\BHn-i)i^^ _ ^)C-B-/rf^)r((7)z« 
Let us consider the sequence of matix functions defined by 
n! ) _ _ ) 
then for 0 < i < 1 and n > 0, we get 
{\\A\\ur~\B)\\ \\T-Hc - B)\\ ||r(C)|| lit^ -^ il 11(1 - tf~^-^\\ \zr 
WSnim < 
n! 
(2.4.10) 
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Now from Eq. (2.1.15), we get 
\r-'\\ ||(l-t)^-^- |^| 
< ^a(B)-i(i _ ^)a(C-fl)-i f g ( | | B - / | | r V n n t y \ / g ( | | C - B - J | | r V ^ l n t y \ 
Since for 0 < ^ < 1, we find Int <t <1 and ln(l - t) < (1 - t) < 1. Therefore 
\\t^-^\\ 11(1 - O^"'^''!! < Af'^^^'Hl - tT^c-B)-\ 0 < i < 1, (2.4.11) 
where 
A-(E^^^f^)(E'""-";^"^"'> • (--) 
The numerical series X]n>o *'^ '^^ !^^ "^ ^^" converges for \z\ < 1 and let this series has 
the sum S. i.e. 
S^^MhK, |,|<l (2.4.13) 
n>0 "• 
and taking L = \\r-\B)\\ \\r-\C - B)\\ ||r(C)||, Eqs. (2.4.10)-(2.4.13) give 
Y, \\Sn{t)\\ < <p{t) = LkSe^^^'\l - tY^c-B)-i^ Q<t<l. (2.4.14) 
n>0 
Moreover since a{B) > 0, a{C - B) > 0, the function 0(i) = LASt"^^^-\l -
-f.-^a{c-B)-i |g integrable and 
/ (t>{t)dt = LAS B{a{B),a{C - B)). 
Jo 
Now using the dominated convergence theorem [17, p. 83] and Eq. (2.4.4) in Eq. 
(2.4.9), we get 
2F^[A,B;C;z] = j ' \ v (^"^^"j,^^^")^^"'(1 " tf'^''| d^^-\B)T-\C- B)T{C). 
. n>0 
(2.4.15) 
Prom Eq. (2.4.3), we get 
n>0 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ( 1 - t z ) - ^ , | z | < l , 0 < t < l , (2.4.16) 
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Using Eq. (2.4.16) in Eq. (2.4.15), we get 
F[A, B; C; z]= [ {I - tz)-^t^-'{l - tf-^'Ut V-\B)V-\C - S ) r (C) . (2.4.17) 
Jo 
As a conclusion of the above, the following result has been established: 
Theorem 2.4.1. Let A, B and C be matrices in C'^'" such that CB = BC and C, B, 
C - 5 are positive stable. Then for jz] < 1 it follows that 
2Fi[A,B;C;z] = ( / {l-tz)-H^-^{l-tf-^-^dty-\B)r-\C-B)riC). (2.4.18) 
The following corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.4.1. 
Corollary 2.4.1. Let A, B, C be matrices in C'•^^ a{B, C) = min{a(B), a(C), a ( C -
B)} and Ui — ni{B,C) — [\a{B,C)\] + 1, where [ ] denotes the entire part function. 
Suppose that BC = CB and 
a(B) C C ~ {—n;n > rii, n integer}, 
a{C - B) C C ~ {-n;n >ni,n integer}, 
aiC) C C ~ {-2n; n > ni, n integer}. (2.4.18) 
Then for \z\ < 1, 
2Fi[A,B+niI;C+2nJ;z] 
= ( / {l-tz)-^t^-^^'''-'^\i-tf-^-^^'''-'^^dty-\B+nJ)r-\C-B+niI)r{C+2niI). 
Proof. We consider matrices A, B = B + nil and C = C + 2ni/ , then B, C and 
C — B = C — B + n\I are positive stable matrices in C''^'". The result follows by using 
these substitutions in Theorem 2.4.1. 
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CHAPTER 3 
LAGUERRE MATRIX POLYNOMIALS 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
Systems of second order differential equations of tlie type 
A{x)X"{x) + B{x)X'{x) + C{x)X{x) = 0, 
where A{x), B{x) and C{x) are matrix-valued functions occur frequently in physics, 
chemistry and mechanics [38, 46, 47]. Such systems also appear when one applies semi 
discretization technique to solve partial differential equations [50]. In this chapter, we 
consider systems of the form 
xX"{x) + (A + / - \xI)X'{x) + CX{x) = 0, (3.1.1) 
where A is a complex number, x is a real number and A, C and X{x) belong to C"^ "". 
Note that if matrices A and C are not simultaneously diagonalizable, then system 
(3.1.1) cannot be decoupled into a set of independent scalar equations. System (3.1.1) 
can be transformed into the extended first-order system 
X{x) 
xX'{x) 
however this approach has the drawback of the increase of the computational cost and 
the lack of explicitness due to the relationship X(x) — [1,0]Z{x). A Probenius method 
to solve second-order systems avoiding the above approach has been treated in [33, 34]. 
We now find C^^ series solutions of problem (3.1.1) of the form 
oo 
y ( x ) - ^ ( 7 , a ; \ CfceC''^^ (3.1.3) 
fc=0 
where Ck, for fc > 0, are matrices to be determined. Taking formal derivatives of Y{x), 
it follows that 
oo 
Y'{x)= J^kCkx'-\ 
oo 
fc-2 
xZ'{x) 0 / 
-xC Xxl - A Z{x), Z{x) = Z(2;)GC''•^^ (3.1.2) 
Y"{x)= ^A;(/c-l)C;ta:*^-
fc=2 
Substituting these expressions into Eq. (3.1.1), we get 
OO 0 0 OO OO 
Y^ k{k - l)Ckx''-' + {A + I)Y^ kCkx''-^ - A ^  kCkx'' + CYl Ckx'' = 0. (3.1.4) 
fc=2 fc=l fc=l k=0 
Equating to the zero matrix the coefficient of each power x'' appearing in Eq. 
(3.1.4), it follows that matrices Ck must satisfy 
{A + I)Ci + CCo = 0, 
ik + l)(A + (k + l)I)Ck+i-{XkI-C)Ck = 0, k>l. (3.1.5) 
Assuming the spectral condition 
-k ^ a(A) for every integer A; > 0, (3.1.6) 
where a (A) denotes the spectrum of A. 
Prom Eq. (3.1.5), it follows that 
Ck^{A + kI)-'Ux{k-l)I-C)Ck-u k>l, CoeC'-^ '-. (3.1.7) 
We note from Eq. (3.1.7), that in order to guarantee the existence of matrix 
polynomial solutions of (3.1.1), the following condition is sufficient 
C = An/, for some nonnegative integer n. (3.1.8) 
System (3.1.1) for these values of C takes the form 
xX"{x) + iA + I - XxI)X'{x) + XnX(x) = 0. (3.1.9) 
Also, we note that for the scalar case, i.e. A — a e C^^^, m — 1 and taking A = 1, 
Eq. (3.1.9) is the one satisfied by the n'*^  Laguerre polynomial Ln{x) defined by Eq. 
(1.2.46). 
In this chapter, the class of Laguerre matrix polynomials related to system (3.1.1) is 
studied. The organization of the chapter is as follows. In Section 3.2., the matrix gener-
ating function for the Laguerre matrix polynomials (LMaP) Ln (x) is given. Further, 
the series definition, recurrence relations and Rodrigues formula for the LMaP LI^'^\X) 
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are derived. In Section 3.3., the orthogonality of the LMaP Uk ' {x) is estabUshed. 
Finally, in the Section 3.4., the functional relations of Lh. ' (^a;) are discussed. 
3.2. PROPERTIES OF LAGUERRE MATRIX POLYNOMIALS 
The Laguerre matrix polynomials LMaP Lh, ' '{x) are defined by the following 
matrix valued generating function [26, p.57(3.1)] 
G(x, t, A, A) = (1 - t)-(^+^) exp { - ^ ^ , (3.2.1) 
where A is a matrix in C^ ' ' satisfying condition (3.1.6), / is an identity matrix in C^'" 
and A is a complex number with Re(A) > 0. 
The matrix valued function G{x,t,X,A) is defined for complex values of x and t 
with \t\ < 1. Note that G(x,t,X,A) regarded as a function of the complex variable t, 
is holomorphic in the region \t\ < 1 and therefore G is representable by a power series 
a,tt = 0, of the form [26, p.57(3.2)] 
G(x,t,A,A) = ;^L(^ '^ ) (x) r . (3.2.2) 
n=0 
Expanding the exponential in Eq. (3.2.1), we have 
G(x.u.^) = ( i - t ) - '^^"E'; !a_ l 
n = 0 • ^ ^ 
= J2 ^~^ , (1 - ^)-M+("+iK). (3.2.3) 
n=0 
Since the Taylor expansion of F{t, A) = {I - i)-(>i+("+i)-f) at ^ = 0 is given by 
^(^^ ^ ) ^ y > iA + {n + 1)I){A + {n + 2)1) •••{A + {n + k)I) ^,^ 
which on using Eq. (2.1.7), takes the form 
Fi.t,A) = ±(^±^^^ii^M±Ihllt^, (3.2.4) 
fc=0 
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Using Eq. (3.2.4) into (3.2.3), we find 
G{x, t,X,A) = ^ Yl n\k\ ^^ + ^ ^-"^'^^^ + ^ "^^ "'-
n=0 k=Q 
Again using Eq. (2.1.10) in the right hand side of the above equation, we get 
.fe=0 n=0 
which on replacing A; by n — fc, becomes 
oo 
G{x,t,X,A) = Y. 
"• / •\\n-k \n-k „n—k 
( n - A;)! A;! t", 
n=0 
r. (3.2.5) 
Identification of the coefficients of t" in the right hand side of Eqs. (3.2.2) and 
(3.2.5), gives the following series definition of LMaP L^r^'^\x) [26, p.58(3.7)]: 
fc=o • ^ ^' 
Next, we prove the following theorem [26, p.60 Theorem 3.1] : 
Theorem 3.2.1. Let A be a matrix in V^'^ satisfying the condition (3.1.6) and let 
A be a complex number with Re(A) > 0. The Laguerre matrix polynomials Ln ' (x) 
satisfy the following properties: 
(i) If n > 1, then it follows that 
(n + l )4^t^(x) + [Aa;/-(A + (2n+l)/]4^'^)(a;) + (A+n/)Lil'^)(a;) = 0, (3.2.7) 
which is a three-term matrix recurrence relation. 
(ii) If n > 1, then 
and 
-^Li^''\x) - ^Ll^-i\x) + XL)C->{x) = 0 •iA^), 
which are the differential recurrence relations for the LMaP LI '^ '^^X). 
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(3.2.8) 
(3.2.9) 
(iii) The n*^  LMaP Li^'^\x) is a solution of the matrix differential equation (3.1.9). 
Proof, (i). From Eq. (3.2.1), it is clear that G{x,t,\,A) is an analytic C^^'-valued 
function of the variable t in the region |i| < 1 and 
| G ( X , ^ , A,^) = [{A + /)(1 - t)-^^^''^ - Xx{l - tr^^^'\l - t)-'] exp ( ^ ) , 
or, equivalently 
(1 - tf^G{x, t, A, A) + [Xx -{A + /)(1 - t)]G{x, t, A, A) = 0. (3.2.10) 
Using Eq. (3.2.2) in Eq. (3.2.10), we get 
oo oo oo oo 
n=l n=l n=l n=0 
oo 
-{A+nY. Li''''\xr + (^+/) E 4 '^'^ (^ )^ " '^ = o-
n=0 n=0 
Equating the coefficients of each power t", it follows that 
L[^^'\X) ^{A + / ) 4 ^ ' ' ) ( X ) - Ax4^'')(x) (3.2.11) 
and 
(n + l)Li^^?(x) - 2nLi^-^)(x) + (n - l)41'ft^) + A:r4^'^)(a:) + (A + /)41'J)(a:) 
-(yl + /)Li^'^)(x) = 0, n > l , 
which on simplification gives the recurrence relation (3.2.7). 
(ii). Prom Eq. (3.2.1), we can observe that G{x,t,X,A) is an entire C'" '^'-valued 
function of the variable x and 
or, equivalently 
(1 - t)-—G{x, t, A, A) + XtG{x, t, A, A) = 0. (3.2.12) 
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QQ 
Using the result [10, p.571 (Lemma 14)], the derivative -;-- can be computed by 
ax 
termwise partial differentiation with respect to x in the series expansion (3.2.2). Prom 
Eq. (3.2.12), we get 
OO , OO J OO 
^ ^^"''''^ ^^^^" ~ 5^ £^" '^'^ ('^ ^^" '^ + AX:4 '^')(:i;)t"+^ = 0. (3.2.13) 
n=0 n=0 n=0 
Equating to the zero matrix the coefficients of t", we get the recurrence relation 
(3.2.8). 
Now, we derive the differential recurrence relation (3.2.9). For this we differentiate 
Eq. (3.2.7) with respect to x, to get 
(n + l)^41:i^(^) + [A^ ^ - (^ + (2n + l)/)]£Li'^ '^ H^) 
+(A + n / ) £ L i l f (x) + AL( '^^ )(x) = 0. (3.2.14) 
Substituting the value of -rl^tW^) from Eq. (3.2.8) into Eq. (3.2.14), it follows 
ax 
that 
[n + l)^^i1-f (^ ) + \^^i - (^ + (2^ ^ + 1)/)]^4^''H^) 
+(A + nI)-^L';f^'\x) + A(A + n/)Li l f (x) + XLI,^''\X) = 0. (3.2.15) 
Eliminating L^lf (x) from Eqs. (3.2.7) and (3.2.15), we find 
{n + l )^^ i1 :? \^) + (A^ - (" + l))^^n^''H^) - A(n + l )Li t f (a:) 
-X[XxI --iA + (2n + 2)/)]Li^'^Hx) = 0, 
which on replacing n by n — 1, becomes 
n^4''' 'n^)+(Ax-n)^Lll'?)(x)-AnLi'4-^)(x)-A[Ax/-(^+2n/)]Lil't)(x) = 0. 
(3.2.16) 
Substituting the value of —L11'I^(X) from Eq. (3.2.8) into Eq. (3.2.16) we get 
ax 
the differential recurrence relation (3.2.9). 
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(iii) Differentiating Eq. (3.2.9) with respect to x, we find 
which after substituting the value of —-L^l'i^(x) from Eq. (3.2.8), becomes 
"^^^" '^'^ ^^^ + ^ ^ + ^^i^^^^''^^''^ + ^(^ + ^^)41'i^(^) = 0. (3.2.17) 
EUminating Lj^lf (x) from Eq. (3.2.9) and (3.2.17), we get 
x^Ll,^'^\x) + iA + I - Ax/)£4^'^)(x) + XnLlf'^\x) = 0, (3.2.18) 
which shows that n^^ LMaP L„ ' '{x) is a solution of Eq. (3.1.9). This completes the 
proof. 
Finally, we derive the following Rodrigues formula [26, p.60(3.19)] for Ln ' (x): 
„-A xX Jn 
4^.^)(a;) = ^ - ^ ^[e-^A^'^+"^], n > 0. (3.2.19) 
Let the matrix A satisfies the condition (3.1.6). 
We note that 
^" x^+"^ = {A + nI){A + {n- 1)1) • • • (^ + (A; + l)/)a;^+'=^ 
which on using Eq. (2.1.7), can be written as 
dx'^~'^ 
Since 
z rx^^" ' = (A + /)„[(A + /)fe]-^x^+'=^. (3.2.20) 
^ ^-A = (_l)feAV"\ 
therefore, from Leibnitz's rule for the n*^  derivative of a product and the properties of 
the matrix functional calculus, it follows that 
dx" 
fg-Ax^A+n/| ^ ^ M (-l)*A^(A + /)„[(A + I)k]-'e-^^x^'^'''. (3.2.21) 
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Prom Eqs. (3.2.6) and (3.2.21), we get the Rodrigues formula (3.2.19). 
3.3. ORTHOGONALITY PROPERTY OF LAGUERRE MATRIX 
POLYNOMIALS 
Jodar et al. [26] introduced matrix concepts analogous to some well-known con-
cepts for the scalar case [5, p.6]. We recall the following definitions [26, p.60(4.1), 
p.61(4.2)]: 
Definition 3.3.1. Let {^n}n>o be a sequence of matrices in C'^^'^ and let C : Vr{x) —)• 
C^'" be defined by 
£(a:"/) = J7„, n - 0 , 1 , 2 . . . . 
For P{x) = f2 ^fc2;^ where Ak e C'•^^ 0 < fc < n, we have 
fc=0 
n 
C{P{x)) = Y.AA. (3.3.1) 
fc=0 
Then C is called a right matrix moment functional defined by the matrix moment 
sequence {fin}n>o- The matrix r2„ is called the matrix moment of order n. 
Definition 3.3.2. Let P„(a;) be a matrix polynomial for n > 0. We say that the 
sequence {Pn{x)}n>Q is an orthogonal matrix polynomial sequence with respect to the 
right matrix moment functional £ provided for all nonnegative integers n and s, 
(i) Pn{t) is a matrix polynomial of degree n with non-singular leading coefficient, 
(ii) C{Pn{x)Ps{x)) = 0, for n^s, 
(iii) C{P^{x)) is invertible, for n > 0. 
Let us suppose that the matrix A satisfies the condition 
Re(z) > — 1 for every integer z G a{A) (3.3.2) 
and let A be a complex number with positive real part. Let W{x) = e~^^x"^ be defined 
for a: > 0 and let C : Vr{x) -> C ' '^ be defined by 
/•oo 
Qn = >C(a;"/) = / W{x)x''dx, n > 0, (3.3.3) 
Jo 
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which on substituting the value of W{x), becomes 
n 
/•oo 
n - £ ( a ; ^ / ) = / e-^V+^^dx, n > 0. (3.3.4) 
Jo 
We note from result [26, p. 56(Theorem 2.1)] that fi„ is a well-defined matrix in 
C^'- and that 
0„ = X-(^+(-+')'^r{A +{n+ 1)1). (3.3.5) 
Now, we prove that the sequence of the LMaP {Ln ' {x)}n>Q is orthogonal with 
respect to the matrix moment functional C defined by Eq. (3.3.4). 
Since we have from Eq. (3.2.6) that the leading coefficient of Lh. ' \x) is -— / 
n! 
and thus it is invertible. This proves condition (i) of Definition 3.3.2. 
In order to prove condition (ii) of Definition 3.3.2, we use Eq. (3.3.4) to get 
j[:{Li'^'^\x)Li^'^\x)) ^ / e-''^x''Ll^^^\x)Li^'^\x)dx, 
Jo 
which on using Eq. (3.2.19), becomes 
C{Li,^^'\x)Li^''\x)) = ±J^ ^ie-^'x^-'-')L(/''\x)dx. (3.3.6) 
We suppose that n > s and note that from result [26, p.56(Theorem 2.1(i)], it 
follows that 
Integrating by parts n times in the integral appearing in the right hand side of Eq 
(3.3.6) and taking into account Eq. (3.3.7), we find 
= 0, 0 < A; < n. (3.3.7) 
x=0 
C{Li^''\x)Li^''\x)) = ^^/"e-^'^^^^' [£^^i^'''(^) dx. (3.3.8) 
Since Li'^'^\x) is a matrix polynomial of degree s <n, therefore the derivatives 
-f-Li'^'^\x) = 0, n>s. 
Using above equation in the right hand side of Eq. (3.3.8), we get 
C{Li''''\x)Li^''\x)) = C{Li^''\x)Li^''\x)) = 0, n^s. 
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Finally we prove condition (iii) of Definition 3.3.2. 
Taking s = n in Eq. (3.3.8), we get 
da;. (3.3.9) 
Since 
£^Li''''\x) = i-Xri, (3.3.10) 
therefore using Eq. (3.3.10) in the right hand side of Eq. (3.3.9), we get 
\T i roo 
£((4^'^)(^))') = ^ / e-"V+"^da;, 
which on using Eq. (3.3.4), becomes 
mLi^''Kx)r) = ^ . (3.3.11) 
n! 
Using Eq. (3.3.5) in Eq. (3.3.11), we get 
£((L(^-^)(a:))2) = ^ T{A + {n + 1)1), 
which shows that C({Ln\x))^) is invertible for n > 0. 
Thus the orthogonality of LMaP Ln ' '{x) with respect to the matrix moment 
functional C given by Eq. (3.3.4) is proved by taking into account the Definition 3.3.2. 
3.4. FUNCTIONAL RELATIONS OF LAGUERRE MATRIX 
POLYNOMIALS 
Laguerre matrix polynomials satisfy the functional relations similar to those of 
Laguerre scalar polynomials [21, p.1037-1038] which are useful for finding solutions of 
matrix differential systems using series of LMaP Ln ' {x). 
Here we show that LMaP Ln ' \x) satisfy the following functional relations [54, 
p.l028(3.6),p.l029(3.12)-(3.14)]: 
L('4+ -^^ )(x) - Lii^/''\x) = Llf''\x), n > 0, (3.4.1) 
xLlf^'^'Hx) = \{A + nI)L^^\\x) + (:r - ^ ) L^^^'\xl n > 0, (3.4.2) 
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x4^+^-^)(x) = j{A + {n + mL<;f''\x) - i ( n + l)Li^;i\x), n > - 1 (3.4.3) 
and 
J2Li^''\x) = Li,^+'''\x). (3.4.4) 
m=0 
PromEq. (3.2.1), we get 
A G ( . . , , . x ) = j ^ ( l - r ' - " e x p ( ^ ) . 
which on again using Eq. (3.2.1) becomes 
—G{x, t, X, A) = ~XtG{x, t,X,A + I). (3.4.5) 
ox 
Using Eq. (3.2.2) in Eq. (3.4.5), we get 
„ CLJC „ 
n=0 n=0 
Prom Eq. (3.2.6), we have LJ^'^^X) = /, using this fact in Eq. (3.4.6), it can be 
written as 
oo J oo 
n = l Ti,=l 
Identification of the coefficients of i" on both sides of the above equation, gives 
^^Ll^''\x)^-XLitY''\x), n>l, 
which in view of the fact that L_i{x) = 0, can be written for n > 0, i.e. 
^Lit''\x) = -XLltV''\x), n > 0. (3.4.7) 
Now, from Eq. (3.2.1), it follows that 
(1 - t)G{x, t. A, A + /) = G{x, t, X, A), 
which on using Eq. (3.2.2), becomes 
oo GO OO 
j2Lif^'''\xr - x^ 4^ -^ '^^ H )^^ "^ ^ = ;^4^'^)(x)r. (3.4.8) 
n=0 n=0 n=0 
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Identifying coefficients of f on both sides of Eq. (3.4.8), we get the functional 
relation (3.4.1). 
Using Eq. (3.4.7) in Eq. (3.4.1), we get 
FVom Eq. (3.2.9), we have 
x^Ll^''\x) = nL\^'>^\x) - (A + nI)Lt\\x), n > 0, (3.4.10) 
which on using Eq. (3.4.7) in left hand side, becomes 
-XxLtV^^\x) = n4'^'^)(x) -{A + nI)L^^_:l\x\ n > 0. (3.4.11) 
Eliminating L''^^^^'^\X) from Eq. (3.4.1) and (3.4.11), we get 
\xL^^'^\x) - XxL'^^^^'^\x) = n4^'^^(x) - (A + nI)L^^:^\x), n > 0. 
Simplifying the above equation, we get the functional relation (3.4.2). 
Now, we replace n by n + 1 in Eq. (3.4.10) to get 
_d 
dx 
Replacing n by n + 1 in Eq. (3.4.7), we have 
d 
^^^L^n-^i^) = (" + l)^ll-'i^(^) - (^ + (n + mL^^''\^y (3.4.12) 
Using above equation in the left hand side of Eq. (3.4.12), we find 
-XxLl^^^'^^^x) = (n + l)41-'f^(a:) - (A + (n + 1)I)L\^'^\X), 
which on simplifying gives functional relation (3.4.3). 
Finally, from relation (3.4.1), we get 
m=0 
which completes the proof. 
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C H A P T E R 4 
HERMITE MATRIX POLYNOMIALS 
4.1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
The Hermite polynomials arise in the study of classical boundary value problems in 
parabolic regions, through the use of parabolic coordinates, or in quantum mechanics 
[17, 42] as well as other application areas. These polynomials are introduced and 
discvissed in [25, 32] for matrices in C^^^ whose eigenvalues are all studied in the right 
open half plane and some properties e.g. integral representation of these polynomials 
are given in [7]. A generalization of Hermite matrix polynomials has been introduced 
by Sayyed et al. [55]. 
A connection between Laguerre and Hermite matrix polynomials is established 
and discussed by Jodar and Defez in [31]. It is well known that the connections 
between different classes of orthogonal polynomials play an important role in orthogonal 
polynomials theory and its applications in mathematical physics, see for example [42, 
Chapter 4]. 
In this chapter, we study the Hermite matrix polynomials. In Section 4.2., we 
discuss certain properties of Hermite matrix polynomials. In Section 4.3., we consider 
the generalized form of Hermite matrix polynomials and its properties. In Section 4.4., 
we derive the integral representation of Hermite matrix polynomials. Finally, in Section 
4.5., we discuss a connection between Laguerre and Hermite matrix polynomials. 
4.2. P R O P E R T I E S O F H E R M I T E MATRIX POLYNOMIALS 
The Hermite matrix polynomials HMaP Hn(x, A) are defined as: 
F = exp{xtV2A-t'^I) = YHn{x,A)-, (4.2.1) 
n=0 
where A is a positive stable matrix in C'"^''. 
Expanding the exponential in the left hand side of Eq. (4.2.1), we get 
n=0 • n=0 • A;=0 
n=0 fe=0 '^- '^• 
Using Eq. (2.1.8) in the right hand side of Eq. (4.2.2), it becomes 
^ ^ ^ ^n! ^ ^ A;!(n-2fc)! 
n=0 n=0 /(:=0 ^ ' 
Thus, identification of the coefficients of i" on both sides, gives the series definition 
of HMaP in the form: 
.^(-.^ ) = "!E4f (^^-"-" . "2 0. (4.2.3) 
The direct consequences of Eq. (4.2.3) are 
//_i(x,yl) = 0 and HQ{X,A) = / , 
where / is the identity matrix in C'"^''. 
Next, we derive the following three terms recurrence relation for HMaP Hn{x, A) 
xV2AHn{x, A) = 2nHn-i{x, A) + Hn+i(x, A), n > 1. (4.2.4) 
Differentiating Eq. (4.2.1) partially with respect to t, we get 
{xV2A - 2tl) exp{xtV2A - i^I) = ^ Hn{x, A)—j-, 
n=0 
which on again using Eq. (4.2.1), becomes 
°° ^n °° fn+1 °° fu-l 
XV2A'£HAX,A)- ~2j2Hn{x,A)— = J^H.(a:,A)j^—-, 
n=0 • n=0 • n= l ^ ''' 
or, equivalently 
XV2AY^H.^,{X,A)-~--2Y,H^_,{X,A)--- = J^H4X,A)--^ 
n=l ^ ' n= l ^ ' n= l ^ ' 
(4.2.5) 
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Equating the coefficients of i" on both sides, we find the recurrence relation (4.2.4). 
Now, we derive the following differential recurrence relations satisfied by the HMaP 
Hn{x,A): 
xV2A-—Hr,{x, A) = nV2AHn{x, A) + 2nj-Hn-iix, A), n > 1, (4.2.6) 
^Hn{x,A) = ny/2AHn-i{x, A) (4.2.7) 
and 
2xAHn-i{x, A) = V2AHn{x, A) + 2—Hn-i{x, A), n > 1. (4.2.8) 
From Eq. (4.2.1), we have 
^=tV2AF 
ox 
and 
dF ,— 
^ = {x^j2A - 2tI)F. 
Thus 
rlF BF 
ixV2A - 2tl)— - tV2A—- = 0, 
dx at 
which on again using Eq. (4.2.1), gives 
n=0 ' n=0 n=0 
or, equivalently 
^ ^ E £ ^ ' ^ ( - ' ^ ) ^ -^E^di"r.-^{x,A)- = V2Aj2nH^{x,A)-. 
n=l n=l n=l 
Identification of the coefficients of i" on both sides of above equation gives the 
differential recurrence relation (4.2.6). 
Next, we differentiate Eq. (4.2.1) with respect to x to get 
tV2Aexp(xtV2A - t^I) = V - r -rHn{x, A)r, 
• ^ n! ax 
n=0 
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^dx ' n! ^^ n\ 
n=0 n=0 
~ rf ^ _ ^tn - ,n 
which on again using Eq. (4.2.1) becomes 
or, equivalently 
V ; ; ^ i f „ ( x , A ) ^ = V2ATnHn-i{x,A)-^. 
^-^ ax n\ ^-^ n\ 
n=l n=l 
Comparing the coefficients of t" on both sides of above equation, we get Eq. (4.2.7). 
Substituting the value of •—if„(x, A) from Eq. (4.2.7) into Eq. (4.2.6), we find 
ax 
the differential recurrence relation (4.2.8). 
Using Eq. (4.2.3), we get the r^^ order derivative of HMaP i7„(x. A) with respect 
to a; as 
dx"- "^ ' ^ Z^ k\ (n - 2k - r)\ 
k=Q ^ ' 
= n!(v/2l)^ V ^ , : "^^  ^ oM, ^""^"''' ^ < ^ -
^ A;! (n - r - 2/;;)! 
Thus 
/^ / / „ (a ; , A) = - - ^ (x/2A)'-//„_,(x, A), r < n. (4.2.9) 
dx^ \n — r)\ 
Further, we show that the HMaP Hn{x, A) satisfy the following differential equa-
tion 
4^Hnix, A) - xA4-Hn{x, A) + nAHnix, A) = 0. (4.2.10) 
ax-' dx 
Replacing n by n + 1 in Eq. (4.2.8) and then differentiating the resultant equation 
with respect to a;, we get 
2xA—Hn{x,A) + 2AHn{x,A) = V2A—Hn+i{x,A) + 2~Hn{x,A). (4.2.11) 
Again, replacing n by n + 1 in Eq. (4.2.7) and then substituting the value of 
-—Hn+i(x,A) from the resultant equation into Eq. (4.2.11), we get Eq. (4.2.10). 
dx 
Finally, we find the expansion of x"/ in a series of Hermite matrix polynomials in 
the following form: 
[n/21 
n! 
x"/ = (V/2A)- J2 fc.fn-2fcV^-^^^^' ^^- ('•2-'2) 
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Rewriting Eq. (4.2.1) as: 
exTp{xtV2A) = exp(t2) V " Hn{x, A)-, 
n=0 
which on expanding the exponentials, becomes 
n=0 fc=0 n=0 
Using Eq. (2.1.9) in the right hand side of Eq. (4.2.13), we find 
f.(xtx/2l)"_f.'"^'iy„_,,(x,A) 
n=0 n=0 fc=0 ^ ' 
Identification of the coefficients of i" on both sides of Eq. (4.2.14) gives expansion 
(4.2.12). 
Now, we prove the following theorem [7, p. 108] : 
Theorem 4.2.1. Let yl be a positive stable matrix, K > 2 and n > 0 integer. Then 
\\H^{x,A)h < V^. ^/2^K-e^\ \x\ < — ^ , (4.2.15) 
\\V2A\\2 
where ||ii/n(a^, ^ )1|2 denotes the 2-norm of Hn{x,A). 
Proof. It is clear that for n — 0, the inequality (4.2.15) holds true. Let us suppose 
that this inequahty is true for A; = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , n. 
Taking norms in recurrence relation (4.2.4) and using the induction hypothesis, 
we get 
||i/„+i(a;,>l)||2 = \\xV2AHnix,A) - 2nif„_i(x, A)||2 
< |x | | |V^| |2 | | / /„(a: ,^) | |2 + 2n||//„_i(a;,A)||2 
< |x| IIV2AII2 v ^ ^ / C " e ^ ' + 2ny/(n - 1)! \ / 2 ^ ^ K " - ' e ^ ' . (4.2.16) 
Since \x\ < — ^ = — , thus inequality (4.2.16) leads to 
||v2^||2 
|if„+i(x,A)||2< KVn\V2^K''e'= +2n^{n - l)\V¥^' K^'-'e'' 
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^l^TTV. V¥K'-^e" ( - ^ + y ^ 1 . (4.2.17) 
We note that 
'<' ^ , p ^ <f^^^A = ^ < ^ ^ . . 
y n + 1 S n-\-\ j - \y/2 J y/2 
therefore, using the above inequahty in inequaUty (4.2.17), we find 
\\Hn+i{x,A)\\2 < x / M ^ O ! V 2 ^ i r " + ^ e " ' , (4.2.18) 
which imphes that the inequahty (4.2.15) is true for n 4-1. 
Thus, by induction hypothesis we conclude that the result (4.2.15) is true for every 
integer n > 0. 
4.3. GENERALIZED HERMITE MATRIX POLYNOMIALS 
The generalized Hermite matrix polynomials GHMaP H^^{x,A) are defined by 
the following generating function [55, p.273(2.1)] : 
oo 
G{x,t) = exp{XixtV2A - ri)) = J^Kmi^^^)t''^ (4-3-1) 
where n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , A e R", m is a positive integer and A is a matrix in C'^'", 
satisfying the spectral condition 
Re(/Li) > 0 for every eigen value /x € o"(A). 
Expanding the exponentials in the left hand side of Eq. (4.3.1), we get 
exp(A(xt V2A - r/)) = f ^ ^ l ^ ^ l ^ t - f ^ t ^ r ' ^ j 
n=0 • fe=0 
_ f>f.(-l)^A-^^(x/2A)- , 
~ ^f - n \ k \ "^  ' • 
n=0 k=0 
Using Eq. (2.1.10) in the right hand side of the above equation, it gives 
[n/m] exp{X{xtV2A - r/)) = y y ^ ^ , , , ^-^^ x"-'"^ r . (4.3.2) 
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„ , „ k\ in — mk)\ 
n=0 fe=0 ^ ' 
Thus, comparing the coefficients of T in Eqs. (4.3.1) and (4.3.2), we get the 
following series definition of GHMaP H^^^{x, A) : 
[n/m] 
fc=0 ^ ' 
(4.3.3) 
From Eq. (4.3.3), we can observe that for A = 1 and m = 2, GHMaP H^„,(x,A) 
Hn{x,A) 
Hn{x,A) . 
reduces to :—-, i.e 
n! 
Hn,2(x,A) = 
n! 
(4.3.4) 
Now, we find a representation for the GHMaP for A = 1 in the following form: 
1 / ffm \ 
HnA^^A) = :;^exp f - ( V 2 A ) - ' " — J {V2Arx^ (4.3.5) 
First, we note that 
(V2A)-^-r{xtV2A) = texp(xty/2A), 
ax 
therefore, using iteration, we get 
dx (V2A) exp{xt\/2A) = rexp(xtV2A). (4.3.6) 
Now, we can write 
/ n—n 
(-ir {V2A) dx exp(xtV2A) 
Using Eq. (4.3.6) in the right hand side of above equation, we get 
exp f -{V2A)-'^~^ ] exp{xtV2A) = ^ ^—^t"'''exp{xtV2A) 
^ ' n=0 
= exp(xiV2yl - r / ) . (4.3.7) 
Taking A = 1 in Eq. (4.3.1) and then using the resultant equation in Eq. (4.3.7), 
we find 
exp _ ( v ^ ) — - — exp{xtV2A) = ; ^ / f „ , ^ ( x , A ) r , 
n = 0 
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which on expanding the left hand side in powers of t, becomes ' S ^ 
n=0 n=0 
Identification of the coefficients of i" on both sides of Eq. (4.3.8), gives Eq. (4.3.5). 
Taking m = 2, in Eq. (4.3.5), we get a representation for the HMaP Hj^x^A) as 
lin{x,A) = exp i - ^ ^ (^/2I)"x^ (4.3.9) 
Further, we show that the GHMaP H^J^x^A) satisfy the following recurrence 
relations: 
—HlJx^A) = (Ax/2l)'=if^fc,^(x,^), (4.3.10) 
nyf2AHl^{x, A) = xV2A^H^Jx, A) - m^H^,_^^,^^{x, A) (4.3.11) 
and 
nH^^ix, A) = XixV2AH^_,^Jx, A) - mH^_^^Jx,A)), n>m, (4.3.12) 
with initial values 
< ^ ( x , A) = -^{XxV2Ar, 0 < n < m - 1. 
Diflferentiating Eq, (4.3.1) with respect to x, we get 
OO J 
XtV2Aexp{X{xtV2A ~ r / ) ) = J^ T^^'^^^' ^^*"- (^ •^ •^ ^^ 
, dx 
n=l 
Using Eq. (4.3.1) in Eq. (4.3.13), we find 
OO 
n=0 n=l 
Since •J-HQ.^{X, A) = 0, therefore equating the coefficients of t" on both sides of 
above equation, it follows that 
~Hl^{x,A) = xV2AHl,^^{x,A), n > 1. (4.3.14) 
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Iteration of Eq. (4.3.14), gives Eq. (4.3.10). 
Again, differentiating Eq. (4.3.1) witli respect to x and i , we get 
dG 
^ = \t\/2Aexp(A(a;t\/2A - ^ / ) ) 
ox 
and 
^ = X{xV2A - mr-^I) exp{X{xtV2A ~ r / ) ) . 
Thus, G{x, t) satisfies the following partial matrix differential equation 
which on using Eq. (4.3.1), becomes 
oo , oo 
n = l n = l 
or, equivalently 
oo oo J oo J 
T.^'Krnix^Ar = $ ^ x - < ^ ( x , A ) r - (721)-^ 5 ] m - < J a ; , ^ ) r + - ^ 
dx ''''^' ' ' ' ' ^^ dx 
n = l n = l n—1 
(Xx\/2A)"' 
Since H^.^{x, A) = j for 0 < n < m - 1, thus we get relation (4.3.11). 
Now, replacing n by n — m + 1 in Eq. (4.3.14), we get 
^Hlm+i,mi^,A) = xV2AHl^^^{x,A). (4.3.15) 
Using Eqs. (4.3.14) and (4.3.15) in Eq. (4.3.11), we get the three terms recurrence 
relation (4.3.12). 
Next, we show that the GHMaP H^.^{x, A) are the solutions of the following m}^ 
order differential equation; 
yi^)-m-'X'^-\V2AnxY'-nY) = 0. (4.3.16) 
Replacing /c by m in Eq. (4.3.10), we get 
Hl^{x,A) = {XV2ArHt^^^{x,A). (4.3.17) 
dx 
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Using Eqs. (4.3.14) and (4.3.17) to eliminate H^_^^^{x, A) and H^_^„^{x,A) from 
the right hand side of Eq. (4.3.12), we get 
nHl^{x,A) ^ x-Hl^{x,A) - mX{XV2A)-"^^^Hl^{x,Al 
or, equivalently 
-^Kmi^^ ^) - m-'X"^-\V2Ar [^^Kmix, A) - nHl^{x, A) j = 0, 
which shows that GHMaP H^,^{x,A) satisfy the differential equation (4.3.16). 
Finally, we find the following expansion oix^I in the series of the GHMaP H^^{x, A) 
[n/m] 
X " / (V^)-" Yl l-^Hn-mkA^,A). (4.3.18) 
n! ' ' ^ k\ 
fc=0 
Taking A = 1 in Eq. (4.3.1), it reduces to 
oo 
e^^{xtV2A - f^I) = ^  Hr,,m{x, A)f'. (4.3.19) 
n = 0 
Therefore, we can write 
oo link ° ° 
exp(xiV^) = Y^^Y. ^n,mix, A)e. (4.3.20) 
fc=0 n = 0 
Using Eq. (2.1.11) in the right hand side of Eq. (4.3.20), we find 
oo [n/m] 
exp{xtV2A) = Y^Y —Hn-mk,m{x,A)e, 
n = 0 k=0 
which on expanding the left hand side in powers of t, becomes 
°^ (xV2A)"t" -A ' ^ ' 1 
/ . ~\ "^ Z^Z^ —Hn-mk,m{x, A)^. 
n = 0 • n = 0 A;=0 
Equating the coefficients of t"' on both sides of the above equation, we get expansion 
(4.3.18). 
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4.4. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION OF THE HERMITE MATRIX 
POLYNOMIALS 
In order to derive the integral representation for the HMaP Hn{x,A), first we 
prove the following result [30, p.94 (Theorem 2.1)]: 
Theorem 4.4.1. Let A he a matrix in C^^ satisfying the condition 
Re(2) > 0 for every z € cr(A). (4.4.1) 
Then it follows that 
/ Ax'^\ /2A~'^\^ f°° 
exp I — — ) = 2 I I / exp(-2ti^A~^) cos2vxdv, - oo < x < +oo. (4.4.2) 
Proof. Let us consider the parametric matrix integral 
/•oo 
J(x) = / exp{-2v'^A~^)cos2vxdv, - oo < a; < + o o . (4.4.3) 
Jo 
For z = X + iy, we have 
- = ^ and thus Re (-] = ^ . (4.4.4) 
z \z\^ \zj \z\^ 
By the spectral mapping theorem [10, p. 569], condition (4.4.1) and Eq. (4.4.4), 
it follows that 
Re(a;) > 0 for every u G (j{A^^), (4.4.5) 
where u = -. 
z 
Now the inequalities (2.1.15) and (4.4.5) implies the absolute convergence of J{x), 
defined by Eq. (4.4.3), for any real number x, as well as the uniform convergence of 
the integral 
/>oo 
/ t)exp(—2i;^A~'^)sin2t;x<it; 
in every neighbourhood of x. 
Again, from Leibnitz theorem for the differentiation of matrix integrals, [9, p. 174], 
[51], Eq. (4.4.3) gives 
J'{x) = - 2 / vexp{-2v'^A~^)sm2vxdv, 
Jo 
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which on integrating the right hand side by parts, becomes 
J'{x) = 2 / [—(sin2wa;) / vexp{-2v'^A~^)dv\dv - 2 sin2t;a; / vexp(-2v^A~^)dv 
=-Ax cos2vxexp{-2v'^A~^)dv +—\sm2vxexp{-2v^A~'^)\ 
Jo 2 L Ju=o 
Using Eq. (4.4.3), it follows that 
A r ^ , 1 "=00 
J'{x) = -xAJ{x) + IT sin2vx exp{-2v^A-^) . (4.4.6) 
2 L J v=o 
In view of inequality (2.1.15), we have 
v=0 
Jv=0 
exp{-2v'^A~'^)sm2vx 
Using Eq. (4.4.7) in Eq. (4.4.6), we get 
J'{x) = -xAJ(x). 
Taking x = 0 in Eq. (4.4.3), we get 
poo 
J(0) = / exp{-2v^A-^)dv, 
Jo 
Now, since [25] 
rexv{-Bu^)du - ^{^fB)-\ 
Jo 2 
where B is any matrix in C^^. 
Thus 
J(0) {-KA) 
1/2 
2^2 
Thus, J{x) is a solution of the initial value problem 
(4.4.7) 
(4.4.8) 
(4.4.9) 
1 TTA 
J'{x) = -xAJ{x); J(0) = 2 V ^ ' -°°<x< +00. (4.4.10) 
Again, since the matrix P{x) = xA satisfies the condition P{xi)P(x2) = P{x2)P{xi) 
the solution of problem (4.4.10) is 
J{x) = exp ( - / sAds ] J(0) = exp ( - Ax'\ 1 TTA 
2 j 2 \ ^ ' 
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This proves the result (4.4.2). 
Now, we prove the following integral representation for the HMaP Hn(x, A) [30, 
p.96 (Theorem 2.2)] : 
Theorem 4.4.2. Let ^ be a matrix in C^^ satisfying the condition (4.4.1) and let 
Hn{x, A) be the n*'' Her mite matrix polynomial. Then the following integral represen-
tation holds for all n > 0 and — oo < x < +00: 
Hn{x, A) = 
^x-(^)2-(-i)"exp(^) .<x> 
> / ^M-^v^A +'^ivxl)v"-dv. (4.4.11) 
J—00 ^ 
Proof. Under the hypothesis (4.4.1), by the Leibnitz rule for the differentiation of 
parametric matrix integrals [9, p. 174] and [51], we get 
^2n /.+00 
dx2" /
i-oo 
exp(-2t;M-^)z;2"e2^^''rf^;. (4.4.12) 
•00 
Using Rodrigues formula for the Hermite matrix polynomials [5], it follows that 
M x 2 \ / A \ - " 
E2n{x,A) = exp d2n / / _ ^ a ; 2 
, 2 y V 2 
Using Eqs. (4.4.2) and (4.4.3) in Eq. (4.4.13), we get 
'Ax'' 
(4.4.13) 
H^nix, A) = exp 
which on using Eq. (4.4.12), becomes 
Ay ^(lA-W''' d2n 
2 'W) d^ (^^ )' 
A' 1 (Ax'^ -(n+i) 
/
oo 
exp(-2wM-^)i; 
•00 
2n„2ivx e'^'^'dv 
1 M ;^' A^ - (n+l ) 2no2n (-z)'"2 2 n , exp( -2vM- ' + 2vixiydv. (4.4.14) 
Similarly, for odd indices we have 
J2n4-1 o2n /-oo 1 0 " /""^ 
-J(x-) = (-1)"+^— / exp(-2w2^-^)y2n+ig2ixv^^ (4.4.15) 
Prom the Rodrigues formula for the HMaP Hn{x,A) [4], 
H2n+i{x,A) = - e x p 'Ax' 
- (n+i) d "^+^ / / Ax^' 
dx2"+i r^'p i 2 (4.4.16) 
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Using Eqs. (4.4.2) and (4.4.3) in Eq. (4.4.16), we find 
which on using Eq. (4.4.15), becomes 
H.„„(x.^) = - e x p ( _ - 2 — j^A-)' 
1 
H2n+\{.X,A) = "7= 
TT 
exp 
Ax A -(n+l) 
2 , (-2^)'"^^ 
/
oo 
exp(-2w2^"^ + 2za:'y/)u2"+^du. (4.4.17) 
•oo 
Finally, combining Eqs. (4.4.14) and (4.4.17), we get the integral representation 
(4.4.11). 
4.5. CONNECTION BETWEEN LAGUERRE A N D HERMITE MATRIX 
POLYNOMIALS 
A connection between Laguerre and Hermite matrix polynomials has been estab-
lished by Jodar and Defez [31]. This connection is given in the form of following 
Theorem [31, p. 16]: 
Theorem 4.5.1. If A is a matrix in C^ ' ' satisfying the following condition 
Re(2) > - ^ , for every z G a(A), (4.5.1) 
where cr{A) denotes the spectrum of A, then 
-~^, r(A + (n + i)/)r-i {^A + \i^ j\i -ef '^'^ '^ H^n{t^,A)dt 
-Jlii^I-\A'Ltr''\^l n>0, :r>0. (4.5.2) 
First, we prove the following Lemmas [31, p.15 Lemma 2.1, p.16 Lemma 2.2], 
which we need to establish the Theorem 4.5.1. 
Lemma 4.5.1. Let /I be a matrix in C^ ' ' such that 
Re(^) > "7.-, for every z e a{A). (4.5.3) 
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Then for a; > 0, it follows that 
n! dx"^ 
g-Ax/2 ^A+nl 
= -^J^^ r(A + (n + l ) / ) r - i (^A + i / ^ £ ( 1 - t2)(^-|^)H2„(t^/5, A)dt. (4.5.4) 
Proof. Making a change of index in Eq. (4.2.3), we find 
" C — ^ fcofe Ak^k4.2k 
(4.5.5) 
fc=0 
Hence 
£ ( 1 - t^)(^-^^)if2n(tv^, A)dt ^ (2n)! (-1)" X : \2^illt%^ / V " ^^ )^ -^^ '^ *^ '=rf*-
(4.5.6) 
Prom Eq. (2.2.3), we have 
£ (1 - ei^-h'h'^Ht = B{A + ^I, {k + ^)I), 
which on using Eq. (2.2.18) in the right hand side, becomes 
/" (1 -t'')^^-'^'h'"'dt = r(A + h\r(k + ^^ir-\A + {k +1)/), (4.5.7) 
Also, we note that [42, p. 5(1.2.6)] 
and since 
therefore, we have 
r ( . + l ) / = /r(* + i ) , 
Using Eq. (4.5.8) in Eq. (4.5.7), we get 
/" (1 - e f ' ' - ' 2 ' h ' " ' d t ^ T ( A + ^-I\T-\A + (fc +1)/) (2fc)!0F 22fc jt! • 
(4.5.8) 
(4.5.9) 
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/ 
Now using Eq. (4.5.9) in Eq. (4.5.6), we get 
= (2n)! {-irV^r (^A + i / ) ± U g ! ( M r - ( A +(k + 1)1). (4.5 10) 
We use Eq. (4.5.10) in the right hand side of Eq. (4.5.4) and then multiply the 
resultant equation with r{A + (n + 1)7), so that we have 
( -1)" 
V^(2n)! r{A + {n + i)i)r-' {A + H/: {l-t'')^^-h^^H2n{t^/i,A)dt 
E ^''V'JKf"' nA + (n + 1)/) r-\A + {k + 1)1). 
fc=0 k\ (n-k)\ 
Since 
-Ax/2 
and 
x^ T{A + (n + 1)7) T-\A + (fc + 1)7) = x" d 
<n—k 
dx n—k (x^+"0-
(4.5.11) 
(4.5.12) 
(4.5.13) 
Therefore using Eqs. (4.5.12) and (4.5.13) in Eq. (4.5.11), it becomes 
(-1) 0F(2n)! ^ ^^ + ^ "^  + ^ ^^ ^^ "' (^ + l^) I'y " t')^''-'''^H2n{tV^,A)dt 
= E 
^Ax/2 X d'^ ( n—k {--'"') hn(-'*-'). ^ k\ (n - A;)! dx^ \ ) dx^ 
or, equivalently 
- t ^ r ( / i + (n + i)7)r-^  {A^\I^ J\i-t')^^-'^^^H,,{tVi,A)dt v^ 
1 
n! S V^^ ^^ ' ^ ' 
i—k 
) dx''-''' 
'-\d^fe--^f2]^^^A.nI^ e^^/2 2.-A_ (4.5.14) 
From the Leibnitz's rule for the n}^ derivative of a. product and the property (2.1.3) 
of the matrix functional calculus, we get 
E 
fc=0 
n\ d'^ 
k) dx'^ 
2\d in-k d" 
-Ax/2 ^A+nl T (4.5.15) 
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Now, using Eq. (4.5.15) in Eq. (4.5.14), we find 
- t i ^ r(A + (n + l)/)r-i (A + ^/) £ ( 1 - t2)(^-i^)ff2„(t^/i, A)dt 
g - A i / 2 rf-A+nl 
This completes the proof. 
Lemma 4.5.2. Let A be a matrix in C^'" such that 
-k ^ (T(A), for every A; > 0. 
Then for x > 0, it follows that 
• {A+kI,\) 
fc=0 
{x) = X 
-A aAx/2 j n 
n! ! dx" 
^-Ax/2^A+nI 
(4.5.16) 
(4.5.17) 
Proof. Since we can write e"^ /^^  in the following form 
3A1/2 exp ( -A — \I ] X ^\x (4.5.18) 
We use Eq. (4.5.18) to the right hand side of Eq. (4.5.17), so that we have 
n\ rfx" 
g - A x / 2 ^ A + n / e^hA-^^)- ^^ _^ dr 
n dx'^ 
g ( A J - f ) X g - A x ^ A + n J 
. (4.5.19) 
Prom Leibnitz's rule for the n^"^ derivative we have 
(_4+A/)x (^-XxA+nlW _ \ ^ ( A ^ 
e^ 2 ( e X ) \ f-^^\k) dx^ 
k=0 
g( -4+A/ )x 1 j ^ 
dx 
-k 
n—k L g-Ax^A+n/] 
(4.5.20) 
Using Eq. (4.5.20) in the right hand side of Eq. (4.5.19), we get 
2.-AgAx/2 ^n 
n! dx'^ 
g( iA-A/ )x 
g - A z / 2 ^ A + n / l 
e^^x-^ 
^ / n \ d 
fc=0 
fc/ (ix'^ L 
g( -4+A/)x ' (T -jfc 
rfx ; ^ [e-^- x^^-^] , 
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which on again using Eq. (3.2.19), becomes 
^-ylgAx/2 ^n 
n! dx"-
Again since 
^-Ax/2^A+nI hE ^ e(T-^^)- , rffc r 
d" 
dx'^ -
k=0 
g{-4+A/)x' 
k\ X dx'' . 
g(-4+A/)x 41t''''^{^)- (4.5.21) 
= fxi-^A] e(-t+^ )^- (4.5.22) 
Using Eq. (4.5.22) in the right hand side of Eq. (4.5.21), we get 
X 
-Ax/2^A+nl'\ ^ Y ^ 
J ^ k\ X 
A ; = 0 •"• ' n\ dx"-
which is the required result. 
Finally, from Eqs. (4.5.4) and (4.5.17), we get the result (4.5.2) 
(x), 
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CHAPTER 5 
GEGENBAUER MATRIX POLYNOMIALS 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
Orthogonal matrix polynomials have been considered in [19, 52]. In view of the 
fact that there is a close link between the classical orthogonal polynomials and or-
thogonal matrix polynomials, the former have been extended to the later, during the 
last two decades, see for example [2-4, 6, 14]. The hypergeometric matrix functions 
2Fi[A, B; C; z] have been discussed in Chapter 2, which are introduced and studied by 
Jodar and Cortes [29]. In Chapters 3 and 4, we have discussed Laguerre and Hermite 
matrix polynomials and also we have studied the connection between these polynomi-
als. 
Orthogonal polynomials which have matrix coefficients appear in connection with 
representation theory, matrix expansion problems, prediction theory [4, 8, 18, 37] and 
in the reconstruction of matrix functions. Orthogonal matrix polynomials on the unit 
circle are considered in [8] and matrix polynomials orthogonal on the real line have 
been treated in [44, 58], Laguerre, Gegenbauer and Hermite polynomials have been 
introduced and studied in [25-27]. 
The n"* Gegenbauer polynomial C^(x) is an important example of classical or-
thogonal polynomials and is a generalization of Legendre polynomial. The generating 
function for Gegenbauer polynomials C^{x) is given by Eq. (1.2.55) and the series 
definition of C^{x) is as follows: 
A;=0 k\ (n - 2A;)! 
Moreover, C^{x) satisfies the following recurrence relations [13] 
xDC^(x) = nC^{x) + DC^_,{x), 
2{X + n)C^{x) = DC^^,{x) - DCtdx), 
xDC^ix) = DC^_^,{x)-{2X + n)C^{x), (5.1.2) 
(x'-l)DC^{x) = nxC^ix)--(2X~l + n)C^_,(x), 
nC^{x) = 2x{X + n-l)C^_,{x)~{2X + n^2)C^_2ix), 
where D := -—. 
ax 
The Gegenbauer polynomials C^{x) are solutions of the following differential equa-
tion [49]: 
(1 - x'^)D'^y - (2A + \)xDy + n(2A + n)y - 0. (5.1.3) 
Also, the Rodrigues formula satisfied by C^{x) is [49]: 
C'n{x) = ^~^^y^h^y,''P'~^D\l - a;2r^-i. (5.1.4) 
"^ ^ 2"n! ( A + i ) „ 
In the present chapter, we consider a new system of matrix polynomials, namely 
Gegenbauer matrix polynomials, which are recently introduced by Sayyed et al. [56]. 
The structure of this chapter is as follows. It has four sections. In Section 5.2., 
the recurrence relations and differential equation of Gegenbauer matrix polynomials 
are discussed. In Section 5.3., the hypergeometric matrix representations of these 
polynomials are given. Finally, in Section 5.4., the orthogonality property of these 
polynomials and their expansion in series of HMaP Hn{x, A) are discussed. 
5.2. RECURRENCE RELATIONS A N D DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
OF GEGENBAUER MATRIX POLYNOMIALS 
The generating function of Gegenbauer matrix polynomials (GMaP) C^{x) is given 
by 
oo 
( 1 - 2 x ^ + ^2^-^ = 5 ^ C^(x)r , (5.2.1) 
where A is a. positive stable matrix in C"'^''. 
Now using the relation 
( l - a : ) - ^ = ^ i ( P ) „ x " , \x\<l, (5.2.2) 
n > 0 " -
where P is a matrix in C'''', we expand the left hand side of Eq. (5.2.1) to get 
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(1 - 2xt + e)-"" = Y, -M)ni2xt - ef 
n=0 
n=0 • fc=0 ^ ^ 
n\ (n — k)\ 
n=0 fc=0 
which on using Eq. (2.1.13) in the right hand side, becomes 
oo [n/2] / _ , - , f c , . s 
(1 - 2x( + (^ )-'' = ^ ^ 5 : l_yid^(2^)"-»r. (5.2.3) 
On comparing the coeflBcients oft" in Eqs. (5.2.1) and (5.2.3), we get the following 
series definition for GMaP 
We note that 
C^i-x) = i-irC^{x). (5.2.5) 
Taking a; = 1 in Eq. (5.2.1), we get 
(i-r'^^^E^nar, 
n=0 
which on expanding the left hand side using Eq. (5.2.2), becomes 
oo .. oo 
5]-(2^)„r = 5;](7„^ (i)r 
n=0 n=0 
and thus we have 
C^il) = ^ - (5.2.6) 
Again, taking x = 0 in Eq. (5.2.1) and then using Eq. (5.2.2), we find 
f2tim^t2'=±cmt'; (5.2.7) 
n=0 n=0 
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which on equating the coefficients of even and odd powers of t, gives 
and 
C4+x(0) = 0 (5.2.8) 
respectively. 
The explicit representation (5.2.4) gives 
C^^^) = n ^ + nr._^, (5.2.9) 
where n„_2 represents a matrix polynomial of degree (n - 2) in x. Consequently, if 
D := —-, then the n'^ derivative of GMaP C:^{x) is given by 
ax 
Z)'^ C;f (x) = 2"(A)„. (5.2.10) 
Now, we proceed to derive the recurrence relations satisfied by the GMaP C^ix). 
We denote (1 - 2xt + t'^)~^ by F, so that Eq. (5.2.1) can be expressed as 
oo 
F = {l-2xt + e)-^ = Y^ C^{x)f'. (5.2.11) 
n=0 
DiflFerentiating the matrix function F partially with respect to x and i, we find 
dF t 
dx (1 - 2xt + i2) 
and 
2AF (5.2.12) 
So that the matrix function F satisfies the partial matrix differential equation 
,dF dF 
Therefore by Eq. (5.2.11), we find 
n=0 ^^ „=0 n=l ^^ 
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Since -—CQ{X) = 0, therefore 
ax 
OO J OO OO J 
n = l n = l n = l 
Hence for n > 1, we get the following differential recurrence relation 
Using Eq. (5.2.11) in Eqs. (5.2.12) and (5.2.13), we have 
n = l 
and 
1 '-^ J 
^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ 2 A ( 1 - 2xt + 1 ^ - = E Tx'^^i^r- (5.2.16) 
( l - L + t^)^^^^ ~ "^^^ + ^ '^ "^ ^ ? "^n (^ )*"~'- (5-2-17) 
Since (1 - 2xf + f) = 1 - t^ - 2t{x - t), therefore multiplying Eq. (5.2.16) by 
(1 - t^) and Eq. (5.2.17) by - 2 t and then adding the resulting equations, we find 
00 , OO 
2A(1 - 2xt + t')-^ = (1 - t^) E 7-<^n (a:)^""' -2tJ2 nC^{x)t^-\ 
, ^ ^ 1 
n = l re=l 
which on using Eq. (5.2.11) becomes 
CO 
Ti=0 n = l n = l n = l 
Using the fact that -^CQ(X) = 0 and equating the coefficients of i", we find 
ax 
2{A + nI)C^{x) = Y^C^A^) - ^Ctiix), n > 0 (5.2.18) 
Eliminating -—-C:^_^{x) by using Eqs. (5.2.15) and (5.2.18), we get 
^1'^^^'^^ = £ '^^ +1^^^ ~ ^^^ + ^ ^)^n (^ )- (5.2.19) 
Replacing n by (n - 1) in Eq. (5.2.19) and putting the resulting expression for 
—C^_^{x) into Eq. (5.2.15), we find 
{x' - i)~C^ix) = nxC^ix) - {2A + (n - l)I)Cti{x). (5.2.20) 
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Now, multiplying Eq. (5.2.15) by (z^ - 1 ) and then substituting the expressions for 
(x2 - l)-^C^{x) and (x2 - 1)4-Cti{x) using Eq. (5.2.20) in the resultant equation, 
ax dx 
we obtain the three terms recturence relation in the form 
nC^ix) = {2A + 2{n - \)I)xCti{x) - {2A +(n- 2)I)Ct2(x). (5.2.21) 
Eq. (5.2.16) can be written as 
2A{1 - 2xt +1')-(^+^) = YJ £ ^ - + I ( ^ ) * " - (^ -^ -^ ^^  
n=0 
Prom Eq. (5.2.1), it follows that 
CO 
2A{1 - 2xt + t2)-(^+^) = ^ 2AC^+^(a;)r. (5.2.23) 
n=0 
Identification of the coefiicients of i" in Eqs. (5.2.22) and (5.2.23), yields 
d 
which gives 
^^Ct,{x) = 2AC^^\xl 
~C^(x) = 2AC^^I(x). (5.2.24) 
and 
By iteration, for 0 < r < n, Eq. (5.2.24) gives 
£;C:^{x) = r{A)rC^X'\x). (5.2.25) 
The first few Gegenbauer matrix polynomials are hsted as 
C^{x) = I, 
Cf{x)= 2Ax, 
C^{x) = 2(Ahx' - A, 
C^{x)= \{A),x^-2{A)2X 
Ct{x)= l{A),x'-2{A)zx^ + \{A)2. 
Now, we proceed to find the differential equation satisfied by GMaP C^{x). 
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Replacing n by n - 1 in Eq. (5.2.19) and then differentiating the resulting equation 
with respect to x, we find 
Also, by differentiating Eq. (5.2.15) with respect to x, we have 
Prom Eqs. (5.2.15) and (5.2.27) by putting —C^_i(a;) and —^C^_^{x) into Eq. 
(5.2.26), we find 
which on simplification gives the Gegenbauer's matrix differential equation 
(1 - x')^C^{x) - i2A + I)x^C^{x) + n{2A + n/)C;f (x) = 0 (5.2.28) 
5.3. HYPERGEOMETRIC MATRIX REPRESENTATIONS OF 
GEGENBAUER MATRIX POLYNOMIALS 
We note that the left hand side of Eq. (5.2.1) can be expressed as 
(l-2x( + tV = { l - f ^ } ' ' ( l - t ) --2A 
SO that Eq. (5.2.1) can be written in the following form 
Now, using Eq. (5.2.2) in the above equation we get 
n=0 fc=0 
which on again using Eq. (5.2.2), becomes 
°° °° °° '~)k ( •\\k 
X; Ct{xT = E E(^)^(2A + 2fc/)„—^^(t)"^^ (5.3.1) 
n=0 n=0 fc=0 '^' 
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Since, for any matrix A in C^'", we have 
{A)n+k = {A)n[A + nl)k (5.3.2) 
and 
i(^w-'=2-[(^(A+7))j-'[(i^)_^; - 1 
Thus using Eq. (5.3.2) in Eq. (5.3.1), we get 
Y^c^ixr = x:i:(^ ).(2A).^ 2.[(2 )^2.]-^ ' %~J^ +^^  
n=0 n=0 A;=0 
Further, using Eq. (5.3.3), we find 
°° OO OO 1 \ 1 - 1 r-r - 1 ")*= /'*+'= 
E c;?(.)r = i : E 2-'(2 )^„«. [(x +1/)J ^ ^ ^ ^ . 
n=0 n=0 fc=0 
Finally using Eq. (2.1.10) in the right hand side, we find 
(5.3.3) 
(5.3.4) 
(5.3.5) 
Again, using Eq. (5.3.2) in Eq. (5.3.5), we get 
OO OO n 
n=0 n=0 fc=0 ^ " ^ ^ . 
X - 1 
Since, for 0 < A; < n, we have 
(-1)^ i-n), (-nl)k 
(n-ky. "' "' ' n! 
2 y A;!(n-A;)!' 
(5.3.6) 
(5.3.7) 
therefore using Eq. (5.3.7) in Eq. (5.3.6), we get 
y C (^a;)r - Y (2^)" y" (-nI)k{2A + nl)k : - K 2A;J 
-1 / 1 \ fc 
/ a; — 1 \ r . 
Thus, equating the coefficients of i" on both sides, we get the following hypergeo-
metric matrix representation of GMaP C:^{x) 
(5.3.8) 
n,\ nl, 2A + nI;A + - / ; - ^ 
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Replacing x by —x and using Eq. (5.2.5), we get 
n! 
1 1 + a;-
nl, 2A + nr, A + -I; —— 
4U Jj . 
(5.3.9) 
Using Eq. (2.1.8) in Eq. (5.2.4), we find 
[n/21 {AU{I-A-nl\Y\^^,^_^^ 
fe=0 fc! (n - 2fe)! 
-{2xy (5.3.10) 
which on using Eq. (5.3.7) becomes 
ln/2) 
C-{x) = Y: (-^)»[(-^--^-"^)^l"(-"-^)^^(2.)-^^ (5.3.11) 
fc=0 
Again using Eq. (5.3.3) in Eq. (5.3.11), we get 
Q-(.)=i^(^).x:^^ 
in-I) 
fc=0 A;! 
-^[(/-^-n/),]-i0y\ 
which gives another hypergeometric matrix representation in the following form: 
(5.3.12) ^n (^) = —f^ (^)n 2F^ 
n\ 
Since the left hand side of Eq. (5.2.1) can again be written as 
-A 
(1 - 2xt + t')-^ = t V - _ i ) (1 - xty (1 - xt) 
-2A 
Now using above equation to express Eq. (5.2.1) as 
EC'n(^ )^ " = 
n=0 
t^{x^ - 1) 
{l-xt)\ (l-xt) 
-2 A 
which on using Eq. (5.2.2) becomes 
n=0 fc=0 " " 
Again using Eq. (5.2.2) in Eq. (5.3.13), we find 
(5.3.13) 
E C^i^r = E E(^)^ (2.1 + 2A;/)„ 
n=0 n=0 *;=0 
(x^ - l)^x"^„ 
k\ n\ ' 
+2fc (5.3.14) 
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which on using Eq. (2,1.9) in the right hand side takes the form 
oo oo [n/2] 2 _ I Nfc„n-2fe 
Now, making use of Eq. (5.3.2) in above equation, we get 
oo oo [n/21 2 _ •, Xfc_r,-9t. 
n=0 n=0 fc=0 
which on again using Eq. (5.3.3) yields 
oo {n/2] 
k] (n - 2A;)! e, 
n=0 Ti=0 fc=0 ^ ' 
Further identification of the coefficients of <" on both sides of above equation, gives 
another form of Gegenbauer matrix polynomials C^{x): 
nn\ r 
A;=0 ^ 
- ' _ ( x 2 ^ ^ 1 ) V ^ 
22^= A;! (n-2A;)! ' (5.3.15) 
Moreover, from definition (5.3.15), we have 
oo [n/21 
oo ° 1 'JZI' r / 1 X n - 1 ('7.2 - 1 ^fer"-2fc / " 
00 00 / j . \ n ° ° 1 _ i 1 1 
n=0 n=0 fc=0 
Using Eq. (2.1.12) in the right hand side of Eq. (5.3.16), we get 
{ ^ ^ \ f , U \ 1-1 1 / I 
n! 
ra=0 n=0 fc=0 
Thus, we have another generating relation for the Gegenbauer matrix polynomials 
in the form: 
1 , 1 
r(x' - 1)J = 
n=0 
r   °° 
exp(a;0 oi^ i [-; ^ + ^I\ ^ i ' ( x ' - 1)] = Yj2AW-^C^{xY. (5.3.17) 
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5.4. ORTHOGONALITY PROPERTY OF GEGENBAUER MATRIX 
POLYNOMIALS 
The orthogonality property of Gegenbauer matrix polynomials GMaP C^{x) is 
discussed here by using the following theorem: 
Theorem 5.4.1. The Gegenbauer matrix polynomials C^{x) satisfy the following 
relation 
f (1 - x'')''-'^'C^{x)Ct{x)dx = ^ ( A + nI)-'A{2A)nV^T (A + ^"j T-\A + /)5^„, 
(5.4.1) 
where 6mn is Kronecker's delta symbol and A is a positive stable matrix in C'^''. 
Proof. Multiplying Eq. (5.2.28) by (1 - x^)^-?^, we get 
^ [(1 - xY^'^'^C^i^)] + n{2A + nl){\ - x'')^-"^'C^{x) = 0. (5.4.2) 
ax I ax i 
Again, since C^(x) also satisfies Eq. (5.2.28), therefore we have 
dx . 
J2\A+\I ^ r^A (1 - ^) '^Cm{x)\ + ^(2>i + ml){l - xy-^'C^ix) = 0. (5.4.3) 
Now, multiplying Eq. (5.4.2) by C^(x) and Eq. (5.4.3) by C^{x) and subtracting 
the resultant equations, we get 
+n(2A + n/)( l - xY-'''C:^ix)C^ix) - m(2A + m/)( l - xY"2'C^ix)C^{x) = 0. 
(5.4.4) 
The multiplication of the matrices in {A)n is commutative for every integer n > 0, 
therefore 
C^{x)C^{x) = C^{x)C^{x). (5.4.5) 
Also, we can write 
A. 
dx 
, 2 \ A + i / J ^Af s d ^ji, ^ d (1 - XY^'^' { ^^(^)i^n (^ ) - i^^(^)^n (^ ) 
dx 
,2NA+i/ ^ r^Ai 
^'-^r'-^'^^nix) dx 
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(1 - ^y^'^'ic^i^) C^{x). (5.4.6) 
Now, using Eqs. (5.4.5) and (5.4.6) in Eq. (5.4.4), we get 'h-^ 'iff?' 
\ "^^ 'dx ^^ ' dx 
= {m- n){2A + (m + n)J)(l - xY-'^'C^{x)C^ix). 
_d_ 
dx 
{l-xr''^^\C-ix)4:C^{x)-4,C^ix)C^ix)^'\ ' S ^ — ' \ 
Since m and n are nonnegative integers and A is a positive stable matrix, therefore 
2A + {m + n)I / 0. Hence it follows that 
^ ' (1 - x')^-'^'C^{x)Ct{x)dx = 0, m^n. 
An immediate consequence of Eq. (5.4.7) is 
/ (1 - xY~''^Ci{x)dx = 0; m 7^  0. 
(5.4.7) 
(5.4.8) 
Now, multiplying Eq. (5.2.21) by (1 — x^)^ 2^C^(x) and integrating the resultant 
equation between the limits —1 and 1 and taking Eq. (5.4.7) into account, we get 
/ ' ( 1 - x')^-'^'[C^{x)fdx = -{A + (n - 1)/) / ' x{l - xY-'^'C^(x)Cti(x)dx. 
J-i ^ J-\ 
(5.4.9) 
Again, replacing n by n + 1 in Eq. (5.2.21) and multiplying the resultant equation 
by (1 -a;^)'^~2^C;^_i(x) and then integrating between - 1 and 1 by keeping Eq. (5.4.7) 
in view, we get 
2{A + nl) I x{l - xY--^^Ct,{x)C^{x)dx 
= {2A + (n - 1)/) / (1 - xY-'^'[Ctiix)?dx. (5.4.10) 
Thus, from Eqs. (5.4.9) and (5.4.10), we get 
l\l-xY-'AC^{x)]'dx 
^-{A + nI)-\A+{n-l)I){2A+{n-l)I) [ {I - xY~'''[Cn-i{x)]^dx. (5.4.11) 
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Substituting for n the values n — 1, n - 2, • • • ,1 in Eq. (5.4.11), it follows that 
I (1 - x2)^-§^[C;f (x)]2rfx = ^ ( ^ + nI)-^A{2A\ f {1 - xY-'^^[C^{x)]''dx. 
(5.4.12) 
We note that, if A is a positive stable matrix in C^'" satisfying spectral condition 
(2.3.2), then 
/ (1 - xY-'^^dx = y/^T(^A + ^ / ) r - ^ ( ^ + / ) . (5.4.13) 
Since CQ{X) = 1, therefore using Eq. (5.4.13) in Eq. (5.4.12), we find 
/ {1 - xY-'^'[C^ix)]^dx ^ ^{A + nI)-'A{2A)nV^r(^A+^iy-\A +1). 
Combining above equation with Eq. (5.4.7), we get Eq. (5.4.1) which also implies 
that the Gegenbauer matrix polynomials C^{x) form an orthogonal set over the interval 
(—1,1) with respect to the weight function (1 — xY~^^• 
Finally, we consider the expansion of the Gegenbauer matrix polynomials in series 
of Hermite matrix polynomials HMaP Hn{x,A). Using Eqs. (2.1.12) and (4.2.12) in 
Eq. (5.2.4) and taking into account that each matrix commutes with itself, we get 
oo oo oo [n/21 , .sk(A\ 
^ 2 - " ( v ^ ) " C „ ^ x ) r = E E E ;, kin 2sV ^ - ^ ' ( " ' ^ " " 
n = 0 n = 0 k=0 3=0 ^^ '^^ ^ " '^^^• 
which on again using Eq. (2.1.12) in the right hand side, gives 
oo oo oo oo / •\\k f A\ 
Y^2-iV2Arc^ixr = E E E ,^ T'^ ^^ix,Ar^^'^'^ (5.4.14) 
n = 0 n = 0 fc=0 s=0 ^' ' ^' 
Using Eq. (2.1.10) in the right hand side of Eq. (5.4.14), we get 
oo oo oo fc ^ t\k—sfA\ 
J22-(v/2l)"C„^x)(» = E E E sUk-sv7' ^»(^-'^"""'-
n = 0 n = 0 k=0 s=Q *" ^'^ ^'^ " ' 
Since {A)n+k+s = (A + (n + k)I)s (A)n+fc, then from Eq. (5.3.7), it follows that 
o o o o 0 0 / • , \ k 
E 2 - - { V 2 A r C ^ { x ) r = E E Jiir ^^^t-^^- ^Hn+k)I; - ; l]{AU,Hr.{x, A)r+2^ 
n=0 n = 0 fc=0 
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Using Eq. (2.1.9) and then equating the coefficients of i" on both sides of above 
equation, we get an expansion of GMaP as series of Hermite matrix polynomials in the 
form 
C^{x) = 2"(^2^4)-" Y^ k\(n-2kV. 2^°^"^^' ^ + (" " ^)^; "5 l]iA)n-kHn-2k{x, A). 
fc=o • ^ ^' 
(5.4.15) 
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